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MEMORANDUM FOR JFK TASK FORCE

TO: Document file

FROM: Eileen Dinneen

DATE: 5/15/78


Upon Team IV's request for all files involving potential threats to President Kennedy's safety, 413 computer print outs were released for review. These print outs referred to files established for the months March - December, 1963. A form was created to best summarize the material found in the print outs. The following 413 sheets are a compendium of the computer materials.
MEMORANDUM

TO: Lee Matthews

FROM: Eileen Dinneen

DATE: June 21, 1978

RE: Secret Service cases established in 1963 involving assassinations

In reviewing the 413 computer print outs on Protective Research cases set up during the time period between March and December, 1963, it became evident that the Secret Service paid some attention to foreign assassinations. Case #401 on Thelma Estella King was referred to the Service by the CIA on 3/8/63. Ms. King was alleged to be involved in an assassination plot against JFK and the President of Panama during a meeting in that country. She was reportedly involved in the assassination of former President Ramon of Panama and in a plot to overthrow the government of Panama under President Robles. Case #407 pertains to Chy Song, a military bodyguard to the Laotian foreign minister in 1963. On 4/1/64, Song assassinated Quinim Pholsena with 18 shots from his machine gun. Apparently the assassination was well planned as the other bodyguards did not react to the firing. The assassin's fate was listed as unknown. Case #409 involves Mohamed Khalifa, who on 4/11/63 mortally wounded his long time friend, foreign minister of Algeria, by shooting him in the face. The chauffeur captured the subject but his final disposition was given as unknown.

The above three cases show definite Secret Service interest in foreign affairs. However, it is questionable as to why the Diem brothers' assassination was not given a case number. Review of the files showed no mention, whatsoever, of the assassination occurring in Viet Nam prior to the planned Chicago trip of Kennedy on November 2, 1963.
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: PEREZ-VEGA, VIRGILIO

Reason for PRS interest: FBI referred subject to USSS in 1963 describing him as a pro-Castro Puerto Rican, in possession of an automatic pistol and a knowledge of how to make bombs. Admits to being Secretary in July 26 movement. Left 1961 since he did not like members.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Puerto Rican Nationalists PRN

Member of July 26 Movement in Washington, D. C.

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12-16-63

Referred by other agency? NO YES F.B.I.

Action taken:

Put under observation. Showed no interest in President during inaugural, 1965. SA interviewed subject during surveillance on 1/19/65 and subject voiced no animosities toward President. Considered not dangerous 2/24/67. Has continued writing letters to political figures.

Present Location: Silver Spring, Md.

Field Office: Washington

Last UPD: 3/4/77
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DIAZ-DIAZ, ANGEL RAMON

Reason for IRS interest: Subject known to S.S. since 1950 because of his involvement in the revolt on 10/30/50 at Arecibo, PR where four police officers were killed. Rec'd Governor's pardon 12/68. Committed to mental hospital 1969 after arrested for auto theft.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Puerto Rican Nationalist PRN

Joined NPPR & Manigua, 1948. Manigua was "suicide squad" for NPPR. Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 1950/12/23/63 report

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
SA opinion subject is of protective interest due to mental condition and propensity for violence together with association with independence seeking groups. OIs discont. 1970.

Location of subject: Puerto Rico
Field office: San Juan
Last UPD: 3/8/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: RENTAS-RODRIGUEZ, Genaro

Reason for PRS interest: FBI report 4/30/62 id subject as member of board of directors of the March 21 Partido Socialista Puertorriqueño (PSP) Mission. Subject denied favoring use of force to obtain PR independence. in 1963 stated "we are awaiting an ingredient which is needed to make time bombs explode". In 1968, not considered to be of PRS interest. Discarded from PSP in 2/77 due to mishandling 76 election campaign. Knowledge of explosives.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

PSP - shown above

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/19/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:

FBI kept check, informed S.S. Determined to be not of PRS interest

Subject's location: Ponce, Puerto Rico

Field office: San Juan

Last UPD: 1-18-78
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: PIETRI-CASTELLON, NORMAN

Reason for PRS interest: Of record since 4/59 when President of Federacion de Universitarios pro Independencia (FUPI). In 1963, Secretary of PSP. 1/64 Secretary of Propaganda.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
FUPI, Partido Socialista Puertorriqueno (PSP), Partido Independiente Puertorriqueno (PIP), member of "Comite Timon" of Movimiento Socialista Popular (MSP), and delegate to World Peace Council Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 4/59 - 12/19/63 report

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: Put on file in 1963. No action shown until 1974 when last UPD

Subject's location: Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Field Office: San Juan

Last UPD: 12/13/74
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: PEREZ-MENDEZ, JUAN BAUTISTA

Reason forPRS interest: Subject of record since 7/52; active in the Partido Comunista Puertorriqueño (PCP) since 1946. In 4/60 subject was in Cuba. In 1961, subject active in Partido Socialista Puertorriqueño (PSP)

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
PCP - Communist; PSP - socialist; and POL (Partido Obrero Liberador)

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 7/52 - 12/17/63 report

Referred by other agency? NO YES non mentioned

Action taken:
general up dating

Entered hospital in Moscow 2/73 for several months

Subject's location: Santurce, Puerto Rico

Field Office: San Juan

Last UPD: 3/22/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: GUZMAN-COLON, JOSE

Reason for PRS interest: On 12/12/63 told VA psychiatrist that "if you do something bad like assassination you gotta do it big. Oswald's name will go down in history." Has two rifles and wants telescopic sight. Has urges to harm people. Feelings of persecution.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
Puerto Rican Nationalist

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/24/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES ? VA hospital?

Action taken:
Interviewed 1/29/64; considered potentially dangerous by SA.
QI's conducted from 1/6/64 to 10/29/65.

Diagnosed schizophrenic paranoid. Considered dangerous by doctor.

Subject's last location: Freeport, NY

Field Office: NY

Last UPD: 11/5/71
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: Rabell-Martinez, Narciso

Reason for PRS interest: In 1960 wrote letter to President protesting "interference in Puerto Rican internal affairs." Traveled to Cuba, Russia, Communist China, North Vietnam and Algiers. Urged Puerto Ricans "to take to the streets with violence on 7/23, the day of the plebiscite."

Degree of threat: 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

psp - socialist; FUPI (Federation of Universities for Indep)
MIRA (Movimiento Independentista Revolucionario en Armas; PSO
PSR and established Frente Unido Anti-Represive (FUAR)
Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 1960 - 12/19/63 report

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Close check on movements kept. Noted for use of explosives.
Trained in firearms. Lived in Czech from 1961-65

Last location: Bayamon, Puerto Rico '75
Field Office: San Juan
Last UPD: 11/19/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: RUA-RULLAN, PEDRO JUAN

Reason for PRS interest: Member of Puerto Rican nationalistic groups.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

PSP - socialist; FUPI (Federation of Universities for Independence)

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 1962? - 12/20/63 report

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Check kept of his movements; noted that on 6/3/67 in a protest demonstration in NY against LBJ, subject reportedly stated: "Johnson should be executed." S.S. investigation revealed subject was potentially dangerous though not known to have been violent. QI's initiated 9/19/67 & discont. 2/25/70

Last location: 72 Rio Piedras, PR

Field Office: San Juan

Last UPD: 3/28/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: AGUDO-HERNANDEZ, ANGEL LUIS


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

President of Partido Socialista Puertorriqueno (PSP) in 12/74

PRN MPIPR BOMB (Listed as seen)

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 1961 / 12/12/63 report

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

QI's initiated 11/24/67; discont. 11/24/71

Last location: Aguado, PR

Field Office: San Juan

Last UPD: 8/6/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: GONZALEZ-CLAUDIO AVELINO

Reason for PRS interest: Member of Federacion de Universitarios Pro Independencia (FUPI) since 1963. FUPI VP in 1964. 2/12/64 participated in Anti-Dominican Rep. demonstration. Also attended PSP meetings in 1965. In 1970 subject reportedly head of NY City cell of Movimiento Independencia Revolucionario en Armas (MIRA) and believed responsible for several bombings in the area.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
MIRA NPPR FUPI PSP

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12-27-63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Field office kept tabs

Last location: unknown 76

Field Office: San Juan
Last UPD: 4/2/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: OJEDA-REYES, FELIX

Reason for PRS interest: 1961 member of Federacion de Univer-
sitarios Pro Independencia (FUPI); also attended meetings of Par-
tido Socialista Puertorriqueno (PSP) and Accion Patriotica
Unitaria (APU). In 1962 FUPI Secretary General. Participated
in 12/15/61 picket of La Fotaleza during visit of JFK. Traveled

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
FUPI PSP APU

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 1961?/ 12/19/63 report

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Field office kept tabs. Noted that subject suffered nervous
breakdown in 8/63 and confined for psychiatric care.

Last location: San Juan
Field Office: San Juan
Last UPD: 7/24/74
**INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH**

Name of individual: **JACA-HERNANDEZ, JUAN**

Reason for PRS interest: **Active member of Partido Nacionalista Puertorriqueno (NPPR) since 1947; leader in 10-50 Puerto Rican revolt. Sentenced to total of 4 life sentences for involvement. Has had guns in the past.**

Degree of threat:  1  2  3- (due to jail)

Organizations to which individual belongs:

NPPR

Nationalistic group: **black Puerto Rican**

Date called to Secret Service attention: **12/23/63**

Referred by other agency? **NO** **YES**

Action taken:

Following pardon subject reassigned self with NPPR. QT's initiated 2/5/69; discont. 2/25/70.

Last location: **70 Rio Piedras, PR**

Field Office: **San Juan**

Last UPD: **4/2/75**
Name of individual: TRILLA-MARTINEZ, REYNALDO

Reason for PRS interest: 12/24/63 referred by FBI as subject has been described as staunch inherent of the Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico (NPPR) since 1945. Subject advocated overthrow of PR govt. and complete break with US. Extensive arrest record; in 1955 arrested by Mex. authorities prior to visit of VP Nixon. FBI reports 1/11/63 - 1/22/65 id subject as supporter of Partido Nacion- alista Puertorriqueno (NPPR) and now resides in Havanna, Cuba.

Degree of threat: 1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
PRN  NPPR

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/24/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken: Subject never interviewed by S.S. and has not made any threatening or derogatory remarks directed to protectees of S.S. File consists of 3 FBI reports, last dated 2/22/65. File destroyed 7/26/74.

NO Secret Service investigation.

Subj. had been arrested for carrying dangerous weapons by PR in 1948-1952.

Last location: Havana, Cuba

Field Office: Prot. Intel

Last UPD: 7/26/74
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MELENDEZ-PEREZ, GERTRUDIS

Reason for PRS interest: Member of Partido Comunista Puertorriqueño (PCP) since 4/50. In 6/60 subj. was Treasurer of PCP. In 1962-3 subject attended meetings of Partido Socialista Puertorriqueño (PSP). In 12/64 she was financial secretary of Partido Obrero Liberador (POL) and attended POL meeting in Helsinki, 1965.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

PCP

POL is PCP

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/19/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Tabs kept by S.S.

Last location: Santurce, PR

Field office: San Juan

Last UPD: 8/6/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: RODRIGUEZ-SANTIAGO, JOSE NEFTALI

Reason for PRS interest: Member of Partido Socialista Puertorriqueño (PSP); Director of Mission in Mayaguez. 6/64 participated in demonstration at White House. In 1960 subject picketed Eisenhower. Described as fanatic capable of violence, advocated use of firearms to obtain independence; has been reported as providing arms to other members in PSP.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
PSP

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 1960? / 12/20/63 report

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
5/68 subject became very active in Anti-American and Independendist activities. QI's were initiated on 8/1/67 and discont. 2/25/70. Is still active in Mayaguez PSP.

Last location: Ponce, PR

Field Office: San Juan

Last UPD: 4/4/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DIAZ-DIAZ, BERNARDO

Reason for PRS interest: Since 1930 subject admitted member of Partido Nacionalista Puertorriqueño (NPPR); arrested in connection with 10-30-50 uprising; sentence of life imprisonment. Pardoned 1972.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3 (in jail)

Organizations to which individual belongs:
NPPR

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12-20-63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
S.S. Kept tabs

Last location: unknown 76
Field office: San Juan
Last UPD: 4/7/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: RODRIGUEZ-NUNEZ, MANUEL


Degree of threat: 1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
NPPR

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/20/63

Refered by other agency? NO  YES ? FBI

Action taken:
In 1965 reportedly planned to set time bombs during election in PR. QI's initiated 3/10/66; discont. 7/20/68

Last location: San Sebastian, PR  1973

Field Office: San Juan

Last UPD: 4/7/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: VIVES-VAZQUEZ, JULIO


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
PSP

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 6/13/63? / 12/20/63 report

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
FBI and S.S. kept tabs on various movements of subject.

Last location: Cayey, PR 74

Field Office: San Juan

Last UPD: 12/15/77
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HERNANDEZ-RIVERA, GREGORIO

Reason for PRS interest: Subject involved in 10/30/50 attack on La Fortaleza; allegedly possessed a weapon & was sole survivor of attack after being shot 17 times.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
PRN (NPPR should have been listed)

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: ? 6/6/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Subject released 2/11/60 on parole. File established 6/6/63.
QI's initiated 6/15/64 and discont. 4/9/65. Appointed Treasurer of Brooklyn sub-junta of Partido Nationalista Puertorriqueño (NPPR) in 7/74.

Last location: New York 74

Field office: San Juan

Last UPD: 4/21/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: OTERO-MARTINEZ, MANUEL

Reason for PRS interest: In 1940 subject was member of Liberating Army of the Republic which vowed to overthrow US govt. Member of Partido Nacionalista Puertorriqueno (NPPR) until 1950, when he withdrew because of his opposition to the use of violence. 1961 elected Secretary to Board of Directors of Partido Socialista Puertorriqueno (PSP). 1964 organized Federacion Estudiantil Pro Independencia (FEPI).

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

NPPR  FUPI  PSP

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/19/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
S.S. kept tabs on whereabouts. On 5/13/66 SA interviewed subject who showed violent independentist attitudes and was considered of Protective Interest. QI's initiated 5/18/66. Subject left PSP 10/68 after disagreement. QI's discont. 7/22/69. (It is possible that SA interview was result of report that subject threw box containing explosives in a river believing himself pursued by police.)

Last location: Arecibo, PR 69

Field office: San Juan

Last UPD: 4/24/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MELENDEZ-COLON, ARTURO

Reason for PRS interest: In 1960, Secretary of FUPI and APU; Treasurer of Movimiento Armado Puertorriqueño Autentico (MAPA).

Interviewed 11/9/60 by Puerto Rican National Guard and denied he was a subversive - just believer in PR independence and non-violent. 1/16/65 arrested with 4 rifles and 7 pistols in possession.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
FUPI  APU  MAPA

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/18/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Last location: Santurce, PR '67

Field office: San Juan

Last UPD: 4/23/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MOLINA-CENTENO, RAFAEL


Degree of threat: 1 2 3 (in jail)

Organizations to which individual belongs:

NPPR

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/18/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

S.S. kept tabs

Last location: Arecibo, PR '72

Field office: San Juan

Last UPD: 4/24/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ALVAREZ-ARCHILLA, LUIS DEGRACIA

Reason for PRS interest: FBI 1/31/63 report id subject as a Marxist and strong supporter of Cuban Revolutionary Govt.

Subject involved in plot to conduct acts of violence and sabotage on 10/30/63. Active in Liga Socialista Puertorriqueno (LSP).

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

LSP

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/13/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:

QI's initiated 2/8/68 and discont. 1/6/70. Following subject's return from Dominican Republic, QI's reinstated 8/12/70, discont. 6/3/74.

Last location: Rio Piedras, PR '74

Field office: San Juan

Last UPD: 4/25/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: PARALITICCI-RIVERA, CARLOS MANUEL


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
PSP

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 10/54?? 12/13/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES ?? FBI

Action taken:
10/31/75 review of file indicated it consisted of several FBI reports, last dated 9/19/75 and that subject was never investigated by U.S.S.S.; file destroyed.

Last location: unknown '75

Field office: San Juan

Last UPD: 11/4/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ORTIZ-BELAVAL, JOSE BENJAMIN

Reason for PRS interest: 1961 subject attended Federacion de Universitarios Pro Independencia (FUPI) meetings. In 1963 subject reportedly stated "that if a Puerto Rican had assassinated President of the U.S., JFK, it would have been a 'perfect act' and one worthy of praise". In 1964, picketed the White House & US mission to the UN. On 11/2/65, subject struck and killed a pedestrian in PR and became emotionally disturbed over mishap.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

PRN

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican American

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/20/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Subject continuously involved in nationalist picketing in 1960's. QI's initiated 7/16/65 & discont. 7/20/68.

Last location: NY '75

Field office: Newark

Last UPD: 4/28/75 HHH
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ARBONZ-MARTINEZ, RAMON


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

PIP PSP FUPI (JIP should have been included)


Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/16/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

S.S. kept tabs

Last location: Rio Piedras, PR '76

Field office: San Juan

Last UPD: 6/2/77
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SUAREZ-BERMUDEZ, ANDRES

Reason for PRS interest: Joined Accion Patriotica Unitaria (APU) 2/63; stated ready to participate in any action necessary for Puerto Rican independence. Elected Secretary of APU Bronx-sub junta 2/10/63. On 3/22/63 purchases a mauser rifle and ammo. Subject stated he purchased the rifle to travel to PR to participate in revolution he felt was imminent.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

NPPR APU FNP MLPR MPI

WWP DOR (1965 - Directorio Obrero Revolucionario de PR)

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 6/13/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Quarterly investigation initiated in 7/65. Discont. 2/13/70. Described as mentally unbalanced. Has suffered from seizures.

Last location: Bronz, NY '70

Field Office: NY

Last UPD: 4/29/75
Name of individual: TRIPP, LUKE SAMUEL (Jr.)

Reason for PRS interest: 1963 subject member of small militant organization called Uhuru in Detroit. Active in demonstrations against alleged discrimination against Negroes. 1964 went to Cuba and made remark "U.S. must be destroyed". Filed with draft board as CO and was denied. Critical of whites and govt.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
Uhuru (now RAM)   SWP   BPP associated, not actual member

Nationalistic group: Black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 8/22/63

Referred by other agency? NO* YES More likely FBI referral

Action taken:
S.S. kept close tabs. 12/5/69 subject was considered of protective interest and QI's were discontinued. As of 1/31/73, subject reportedly no longer active in any group.

Last location: Detroit '73
Field office: Detroit
Last UPD: 10/29/73
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WATSON, KENNETH JOHN

Reason for PRS interest: Subject, black militant member of Uhuru. Established by USSS MR dated 8/22/63. Last USSS investigation dated 1/16/64 re membership in Uhuru. No further USSS investigation. File consisted of 46 FBI reported last dated 6/25/73. File destroyed 3/1/75.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
Uhuru (now RAM). IBWC

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 8/14/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES?? FBI

Action taken:
S.S. investigated subject in '63-'64. From '65-'68 subject was active member of Rev. Action Movement but no S.S. involvement.
8/8/68 chgd by LA PD with intent to commit murder.

Last location: Highland Park, Michigan '73
Field office: Detroit
Last UPD: 3/7/75
Name of individual: FEATHERSTON, ALFRED DWIGHT AMOS

Reason for PRS interest: FBI referral 12/63 due to subject's subversive affiliations. Arrested 7/59 Guatemala City for assassination plot against Pres. Ydigocas. 10/10/64 subject stated to informant he would be involved in assassination of Governor's Connally and Wallace & it would be to advantage of CP if something happened to LBJ.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
CP  NOI  CORE  BOMB

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/24/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Not interviewed. QI's initiated 10/30/64. During 2/71 speech subj. referred to Pres as pig. Was interviewed 12/6/71, 5/24/73, 8/27/73, 3/14/74 (still anti-establishment), 9/25/74 (cooperative), 12/26/74, 3/19/75; 7/22/75 (still believes in black rev) etc.

1962 - assault with intent to murder. 5/23/72 sentenced 6 years for arson. Released 4/12/77. Subject is still of interest to S.S.

Last interview was 1/6/78 - shows no interest in protectees.

Last location: Miami; '73

Field office: Miami

Last UPD: 1/16/78

Connally, Wallace, Rockefeller (Nelson)
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BAKER, GENERAL GORDON (JR.)

Reason for PRS interest: Subject has been a member of the Revolutionary Action Movement organization and 1966 was its leader in Detroit. 1964 visited Cuba. 1964 meeting of RAM discussed plans for assassination USA Colonels and guerilla warfare. Active in demonstrations in Detroit. Associated with two rifle clubs. FBI reported as having access to firearms and explosives. Has carried weapons & assaulted policeman.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
RAM  CL

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 8/27/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES not stated but looks like FBI may have referred.

Action taken:
Never interviewed by S.S. QI's were discont. 12/5/69.

Last location: Detroit '73

Field office: Detroit

Last UPD: 5/23/73
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SMITH, LONNIE (JR.)

Reason for PRS interest: Member of ISLAM and Fruit of Islam since 1950's. Came to attention of S.S. due to making statements in the early '60s advocating violence; no remarks directed against protectees.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: NOI

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/12/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: S.S. kept tabs

Last location: Washington, D.C. '75

Field office: Washington

Last UPD: 3/13/78
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HAYES, ODELL

Reason for PRS interest: Not clear - In 3/15/71 subject sent letter to Pres. re JFK and RFK assassinations.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

NOI Associated with Hanafi Muslims in Washington, D.C.

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 4/15/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

S.S. established a file in 1963 but no reason is given. In '71 subject letters to Pres. caused him to be interviewed 5/6/71.

Drank throughout interview. Said JFK would be alive today if Rockefeller had been Pres. No hostility toward any USSS protectee. Deemed not of protective interest. Probably alcoholic.

Last location: Washington, D.C. '73

Field Office: Washington

Last UPD: 8/21/74 Nixon, Rockefeller
**INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH**

**Name of individual:** GRIFFITHS, ARTHUR JENNINGS

**Reason for PRS interest:** 7/16/63 statement that Negroes should handle civil rights demonstrations the way PR demonstrated at the Blair House. Ships machinery to Cuba. Pro-Castro. Advocate of violence and once reportedly said US needed a rev.

**Degree of threat:** 1 2 3

**Organizations to which individual belongs:**

NOI

**Nationalistic group:** black

**Date called to Secret Service attention:** 7/18/63

**Referred by other agency?** NO? YES

**Action taken:**

Never interviewed by S.S. Activity and presence at civil rights demonstrations has dropped off. Mother reportedly Cuban. Lived in Cuba from age 2 - 18.

**Last location:** unknown '66

**Field office:** Washington

**Last UPD:** 4/19/68
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: CZAPECZKA, LOTTFIE ARDA

Reason for PRS interest: 9/4/63 letter to Pres. indicating that she was sending explosives. Disgruntled over Negro integration.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3 (in a home)

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Schizophrenic paranoid with catatonic tendencies.

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 9/6/63

Referred by other agency? NO  YES

Action taken:
SA interviewed her and deemed her not dangerous.

Last location: Rochester, NY '65

Field office: Buffalo

Last UPD: 7/10/67
Name of individual: OUZIEL, MATILDA
Reason for PRS interest: 3/13/53 innocuous letter to Pres.
4/25/63 sent suicide tenor letter to Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
chronic paranoid

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 3/20/63 file

Refereed by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
5/15/63 interview by SA & considered not dangerous. Became incensed and wrote SA and Pres. abusive letters stating "You and Kennedy are yellow cowards. I shall bring house down on your heads with more violence and bloodshed." Last letter 11/63.

Last location: Bronx '66
Field office: NY
Last UPD: 7/18/67
**INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH**

**Name of individual:** RAINEY, CATHERINE VICTORIA

**Reason for PRS interest:** 12/18/63 abusive letter to Philadelphia paper maligning JFK. 5/65 letter to Pres. saying "You deserve a firing squad". 7/4/64 picketed the WH.

**Degree of threat:** 1 2 3

**Organizations to which individual belongs:**
paranoid schiz chronic with guarded prognosis, not dangerous

**Americans for Constitutional Action**

**Nationalistic group:** none

**Date called to Secret Service attention:** 12/18/63

**Referred by other agency?** NO YES

**Action taken:**
5/13/65 interview. Kept writing abusive letters to many political figures. S.S. keeps tabs.

**Last location:** Philadelphia, Pa. '75

**Field office:** Phila.

**Last UPD:** 11/12/75

Kennedy, LBJ, Sen. Baker & Erwin, Ford, McGovern
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: FRANKEL, WILLIAM


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/23/63 file established

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
None - in and out of institutions since 1944.

Last location: Brooklyn '69

Field office: NY

Last UPD: 7/26/67 Nixon
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: JONES, HENRY PRIMUS
Reason for PRS interest: 10-5-55 to 11-2-65 written 4 letters of bizarre and religious nature. 9/17/63 appeared at the Treas. building to see Sec. of Treas.

Degree of threat: 1  2  3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none
Nationalistic group: black
Date called to Secret Service attention: 9/17/63
Referred by other agency? NO? YES maybe Treasury
Action taken:
9/17/63 SA interviewed him. He appeared disturbed.

Last location: NY '73
Field office: NY
Last UPD: 1/24/73 Nixon
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ABRAHAM, THOMAS JOSEPH

Reason for PRS interest: REFERRED by FBI as being a member of the KKK serving as Florida State Grand Klakann. Sources state subject potentially violent and was arrested in 1957 in connection with shotgun blast into car containing white and negro baseball players. Not prosecuted. Rabid segregationist and considered an internal security risk. No indication of Presidential interest.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
KKK

Nationalistic group: WASP

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/30/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Not interviewed by S.S. Apparently the FBI keeps tabs on subject and informs S.S.

Last location: Belle Glade, FL '66

Field office: Miami

Last UPD: 5/10/68
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: REESE, CAROL JOANNE
Reason for PRS interest: 4/23/63 letter to JFK.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs:
none Schiz-para
Confined short time - emotional problem with hysterical features.
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 4/30/63
Refered by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Interviewed 5/6/63; friendly toward Pres. Wanted to clear up matter
of income tax. Since 1973 letter to Nixon she appeared mentally ill.

Location of subject last: Baltimore, Md. '76
Field Office reporting: Baltimore
Last update: 12/2/76

Nixon, Ford, Carter
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DONOVAN, JOHN LAWRENCE ( JR.)

Reason for PRS interest: 4/29/63 letter to JFK stating, "Upon my release I feel compelled to execute my plans to assassinate."

Degree of threat: 1

Organizations to which individual belongs:

- schizophrenic reaction of paranoid type

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/1/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Interviewed as result of letter on 5/1/63. Told SA Pres. was leading country to brink of nuclear destruction. On 5/1/67 subj. was sentenced to 5 years in prison on burglary charges. 10/16/67 SA interviewed him and he showed no animosity to protectees. SA determined subj. no longer of protective interest.

Location of subject last: Lewisburg, Pa. '67

Field Office reporting: Scranton

Last update: 12/1/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ADAMS, KENNETH LAMAR
Reason for PRS interest: Past history of violence: transporting moonshine, aslt., D & D, shooting gun into house & church, interfering with an officer, receiving stolen govt. property, CCW, 1956 attack against Nat King Cole, 6-66 aslt of Negro causing him to lose sight of one eye. Considered dangerous & armed by FBI

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
NSRP  KKK (Past Grand Dragon & Exalted Cyclops)

Nationalistic group: None

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/12/63

Referred by other agency? No ?? Yes none indicated but may have been FBI referral

Action taken:
Believe that FBI kept S.S. informed

Last location: Anniston, Al '71
Field office: Birmingham
Last UPD: 3/1/71
Name of individual: LASSITER, JAMES WATSON

Reason for PRS interest: 11/29/63 subject was reported to FBI as having made derogatory remarks concerning the assassination & overheard to say someone should shoot the Pres. and VP. Outspoken extreme right winger. Was reported attempting to gain info embarrassing to the Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
John Birch Society, Anti-Communist League

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/05/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Not interviewed by S.S.; exhibited no behavior of late the represents a security threat. 1/6/69 interviewed - no animosity toward protectees. SA does not consider subject of further protective interest. QI's conducted 1/18/65 to 1/7/69.

Last location: Austin, Tx. '69

Field office: Austin

Last UPD: 1/14/69
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DRENNAN, STANLEY L.

Reason for PRS interest: Subject reportedly made statements that he hates Dem. Party and leaders and intended doing something about it. Reportedly discussed with others plans for assassinations (JFK, RFK, Members of Cong.)

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
John Birch Society

Nationalistic group: None

Date called to Secret Service attention: 4/23/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Not interviewed by S.S. Apparently S.S. just kept tabs on whereabouts.

Last location: North Hollywood, CA '63

Field Office: LA

Last UPD: 5/7/68
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: FIELDS, EDWARD REED

Reason for PRS interest: Est. by FBI report dated 11/15/63; rec'd in ID 12/27/63. Arrested in '63 for parading without a permit and arrested same year for conspiracy to obstruct compliance with federal court order. Has encouraged mob violence in handling racial problems.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
NSRP - National information Director, organizer, and Secretary

Paranoid personality, one step removed from being insane
Nationalistic group: WASP

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/27/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
S.S. apparently keeps tabs with FBI assistance

Last location: Marietta, Ga '73

Field office: Atlanta

Last UPD: 1/20/75 Nixon, Ford
Name of individual: POTITO, OREN FENTON

Reason for PRS interest: Not given - noted that on 11/1/62 he was detained at Oxford, Miss. for having weapons. On 1/20/66 referred to the S.S. by FBI due to his participation with the NSRP, KKK and the U.S. Rangers.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
NSRP (National States Rights Party)  KKK  Am. Nazi Party

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 10/8/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Not interviewed. S.S. may use FBI to keep informed

Last location: Salt Springs, Fl. '70

Field office: Jacksonville

Last UPD: 4/16/68
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: GOFF, OLIVER KENNETH

Reason for PRS interest: Attended a convention of the Constitution Party at Indianapolis, Ind. in October, 1963 where known associates of his discussed the possibility of assassinating JFK. Subject claimed membership to the Communist Party 1936-69 but since that time has become anti-Communist. Presented Truman a petition in 1957 to outlaw CP. Outspoken critic of JFK.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
NSRP

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/12/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Check-ups never made and subject not interviewed.

Last location: Englewood, Colo. '63
Field office: Denver
Last UPD: 5/6/68
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: VIDNJEVICH, CHRISTOPHER


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Nationalistic group: none born Zagreb, Yo.

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/27/63 / 12/23/63 file

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
S.S. is aware of present activities. Has been arrested several times in last few years for demonstrations with violence. Has access to several type of weapons at ANP HQ.

Last location: McLean, Va. '74

Field office: Washington

Last UPF: 7/23/70
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: LUTHARDT, CHARLES JESSE (SR.)

Reason for PRS interest: Active in State's Rights and white supremacist causes since early 1950s. (Apparently interest stems as result of assassination check on right wingers)

4/27/64, telephoned WH to speak to LBJ about civil rights issues.

Candidate for Governor of Md. in 1966 with most supporters KKK.

6/30/64 letter to LBJ re disappearance of 3 civil rights workers in Miss. More letters to the Pres. in the 1970s/

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

ANP KKK NSRP Member of Baltimore States Rights, National Assoc. for the Advancement of White People.

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/27/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

S.S. kept tabs

Last location: Glen Burnie, Md. 4/7/72

Field office: Baltimore

Last UPD: 7/15/76 Nixon, LBJ
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: KING, GEORGE JOSEPH (JR.)

Reason for PRS interest: UPI reporter advised FBI in San Francisco on 11/22/63 that an anonymous person had contacted him and furnished information that during August 1963 the subject with other individuals, had discussed assassination of the President.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
ANP  NSRP  John Birch Society

Formed own group - SHRIKE (Society to Harass Reds & Intimidate Kikes everywhere)

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/23/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Subject interviewed by S.S. 2/5/64. Extreme right wing. Does not believe in violence, way to rid a President is to vote him out. No apparent mental illness, no protective interest.

(August 1963 arrested to ATU, Treas. Dept. for sale of sten machine gun. Plead guilty. Arrested 2/29/68 for CCW; released.)

Subject left National Socialist White Peoples Party and affiliated with the New Christian Crusade Church in 1974.

Last location: Long Beach, Ca. '75

Field office: LA

Last UPD: 5/7/68 (Yet organizational affiliations was dated 7/14/75 as was his criminal history)
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: LLOYD, ROBERT ALLISON

Reason for PRS interest: Not given - may be from his association with the ANP in 1962.
1/4/65 broke into the House of Rep. shouting that he was a member of the Miss. delegation and wanted to be seated. 10/11/65 subject stated he would be happy to kill LBJ legally.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
Am. Nazi Party National Youth Alliance

Mental treatment in 1961

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/24/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Initial interview 10/11/65 - considered dangerous by the SA.
Extensive knowledge of firearms

Last location: Arlington, Va. '71
Field office: Washington
Last UPD: 3/29/71
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HODGE, RICHARD RANDOLPH

Reason for PRS interest: 7/30/63 subject purchased 11 Browning light assault rifles and 4000 rounds of ammo from gun dealer. 12/63 purchased semi-automatic rifles which could be converted to auto.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
Leader and organizer of the Loyal Order of Mountainmen

John Birch Society

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/30/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 1/28/64; obsessed that communists will take over USA.
Stated that he wrote several letters to JFK about taking firm stand against Communism in Cuba. Considered dangerous by SA.
Knowledge of firearms and explosives.

Last location: Derby, Kansas 67
Field office: Kansas City
Last UPD: 4/22/68
Name of individual: JOHNSON, GEORGE FRANK

Reason for PRS interest: 1963 SUBJECT ALLEGEDLY STATED "We'll shoot that shanty Irish Pres. some day." SA interviewed 2/4/64 and found subject sane but fanatical in rightist beliefs. Opposes violence. Writes frequently to news media with intent to insult not threaten.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
MM JBS

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/31/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed. Found to be against most leading Democrats. Not believed to be of protective interest.

Last location: Upper Darby, Pa. '72

Field office: Phila

Last UPD: 3/15/72

Wallace, Muskie, HHH, Hugh Scott, J. Lindsay
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DINBERG, MARIA

Reason for PRS interest: 2/7/58 wrote letter to Pres.

Appeared at VP office 5/1/63 and was interviewed. 5/26/71 letter to Pres requesting return of her citizenship and social security.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Brother felt she had mental problem due to WWII imprisonment

Nationalistic group: JEW?

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/1/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Interviewed and committed to D.C. General from VP's office

Not dangerous.

Last location: Washington, D.C. '71

Field office: Washington

Last UPD: 6/25/71 Nixon
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MARTIN, LAWRENCE G.


Since 1964 subject has sent letters to Johnson & Nixon as well as other high ranking officials. Letters occasionally obscene.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/6/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
7/65 interviewed and subject did not seem hostile toward President. Said he would continue to write. Deemed not of protective interest.

Last location: Illinois (Chicago?)

Field office: Washington

Last UPD: 4/9/76

HHH, Nixon, Rockefeller
Hart, Ed Kennedy
Name of individual: STERLING, SYLVIA J.
Reason for PRS interest: 2/14/63 telephoned WH advising she was in possession of White House keys. Interviewed and said husband had worked in WH and she still had the keys but did not know where they were.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Previously held for mental observation '49, '52, '59.
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 2/14/63 3/18/63 file
Referred by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Interviewed 2/21/63 - not considered dangerous.

Last location: Washington, D.C. (St. Elizabeth's Hosp) '65
Field office: Washington
Last UPD: 8/14/65
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HERRELL, KENNETH FRANKLIN

Reason for PRS interest: 2/28/63 letter to Pres. complaining he isn't allowed to enlist in Army, stating in part "Just remem-
ber if I would start shooting at you". 3/15/63 intrv said he was unfairly rejected from Army and only Pres. could help. No ill feelings toward Pres. Several letters since 1964.

Degree of threat:  1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
Committed 4 times between 11/62 and 9/28/72 - schizo paranoid 'alcoholic

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 3/6/63 file

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 3/15/63 first time; after other letters was interviewed. Threatened Nixon and S.S. tried to get him arrested but prosecution declined since subject was intoxicated at time of threat.

Knowledge of firearms and dynamite

Last location: Albuquerque, NM '76
Field office: Albuquerque
Last UPD: 12/16/76  Nixon
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SPITZNAFL, FREDERICK LARUE

Reason for PRS interest: 3/7/63 visited WH and requested appointment with Pres to talk about world problems.

Degree of threat: 1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
schizophrenic reaction, acute depressive reaction. Doctor reported capable of doing great physical harm.

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 3/7/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
8/31/65 interviewed. File was set up as result of his visiting WH. S.S. has not checked up on him since '65 (?)

Last location: Port Arthur, Tx. '66

Field office: Houston

Last UPD: 8/12/67
Name of individual: HEMMING, GERALD PATRICK

Reason for PRS interest: Not given - looks like result of JFK assassination and Hemmings associations with Cuban elements.

4/61 part in Anti-Castro rev. activity, est. anti-CP Legionnaires, set up training camp in Fl. everglades. 7/61 headed Interpen.

In 1963 made derogatory remarks about US govt. and suspected of being Cuban agent. 7/70 involved in plan to effect warfare between US-Cuba by having defecting Cuban military personnel fire missiles at USN Base Guantanamo Bay getting US into military takeover.

Degree of threat: 1

Organizations to which individual belongs: mercenary

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/5/63

Reféred by other agency? NO ? YES

Action taken:

It does not look like S.S. has taken any action. Hemming is under investigation by ATF and DEA for weapons and drug violations since 1/77. Information on this subject has probably been obtained from other agencies.

Last location: Opalocka, Fl. '77

Field office: Miami

Last UPD: 1/28/77
Name of individual: ECHEVARRIA, HOMER S.

Reason for PRS interest: Nov. 1963, informant advised Chicago office that subject was member of anti-Castro Cuban group. Subject allegedly approached informant to provide machine guns for Cuban rev. 11/21/63 subject allegedly told informant "We now have plenty of money -- our new backers are Jews -- as soon as 'we' or (they) take care of Kennedy..." Subject expressed favorable attitude toward LBJ.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: anti-Castro Cuban

Nationalistic group: Cuban

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/26/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: Investigation by Chicago office did not disclose any violation under our jurisdiction and check-ups never initiated. Subject not interviewed.

Last location: Chicago, Il. '63

Field office: Chicago

Last UPD: 4/25/69
Name of individual: BOSCH-AVILA, ORLANDO

Reason for PRS interest: subject head of MIRR in Miami reportedly planned to picket Pres. 11/18/63 with Cuban fighter widows. Dec. 1963 arrested possession of bombs - planning air raid on Castro. Involved in bombings of homes of wealthy Cubans in Miami area for extortion. Extensive files on this man - most dealing with the 70's. No mention of his plan to attack AFL.

Kissinger plot is mentioned.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIRR</th>
<th>BOMB</th>
<th>RD</th>
<th>CCG</th>
<th>AC</th>
<th>CORU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Nationalistic group: Cuban

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/30/63 Aragon's report was known before

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

S.S. kept tabs - considered him dangerous

Last location: Caracas, Venezuela '78

Field office: San Juan

Last UPD: 3/22/78
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH.

Name of individual: ISLAM, NURUL

Reason for PRS interest: 3/23/63 threat letter to Pres. Cont. to write Pres. Interviewed 4/1/63 and told SA he gets messages from God.

Threats have cont. in letters up to 1972.

Degree of threat: 1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Member of Ahmadiya, former member of the Nations of Islam


Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 3/27/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Interviewed. S.S. kept tabs. Considered not of protective interest in 1969. He was committed in 1963 at request of S.S.

Last location: Chicago, Il. '72

Field office: Chicago

Last UPD: 7/28/72

Wallace, Nixon
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: NEWBORN, WILEY

Reason for PRS interest: 3/23/63 threat letter of Pres. Was interviewed and told SA that he receives messages from God and transmits them to Nural Islam. Had no opinion about protectees.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Member of Ahmadiyya, former member of the Nation of Islam

Committed in 1961 and 1963 - schizophrenia

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 4/1/63

Referred by other agency? NO  YES

Action taken:

Interviewed and committed.

Last location: Chicago, Il. '72

Field office: Chicago

Last UPD: 7/28/72  Nixon
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ALEX, NICHOLAS H.

Reason for PRS interest: 1963 telegram to Pres. Attempted to visit Pres at hotel 10-30-63.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none — mild mental case. No diagnosis

Nationalistic group: unknown

Date called to Secret Service attention: 10/30/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Interviewed 5/5/64. Deemed not dangerous

Last location: Haverford, Pa. '75

Field office: Wilmington

Last UPD: 12/12/75 JFK, Sargent Shriver
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SHEETS, DONALD HUDSON

Reason forPRS interest: 3/14/63 WH visitor, Same date interviewed. Wanted to talk to Pres. about being brainwashed.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
paranoid schizophrenic

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 3/14/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Committed from WH 3/14/63. Q1's '63 through 12/65. In '76 appeared at USSS HQS with letter to S.S.. Subject does not appear to present a danger to persons under S.S. protection at that time. Letter to Carter.

Location of subject: Last: Laural, Md. '77
Field Office reporting: Washington

Last update: 6/8/77

Nixon, Agnew, Rodino, Carter
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: NORCIA, RALPH FRANCIS

Reason for PRS interest: 3/20/63 frequent visitor of WH.
Complains about being electronically controlled and ordered to commit immoral acts or murder.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
committed briefly in '63 and since 4/6/65 - schizo paranoid

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 3/20/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
4/6/65 committed from Washington Field office
Complained in 1974 about being put in mental hospitals by SS agents. S.S. keeps tab.

Location of subject last: Washington, '74
Field Office reporting: Washington
Last update: 2/27/74
Name of individual: DORN, CHARLES


Degree of threat: 1     2     3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Diagnosed emotional unstable

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 4/1/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Deemed mentally ill. QI's initiated 12/20/65. Discont. 9/5/72.

Location of subject last: NY '76

Field Office reporting: NY

Last update: 1/10/75

JFK, LBJ, Nixon, Ford
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DREW, DONALD ANDREW

Reason for PRS interest: 4/63 wrote letter to Pres. Last letter 8/25/65 was anonymous. Friendly but obsessed with being persecuted by subversives.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none Schizophrenic, chronic. Some confinement in mental hospital

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 4/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
File opened, determined friendly. Confined in '65

Location of subject last: Chicago '65

Field Office reporting: Chicago

Last update: 8/14/67
Name of individual: BYRNE, JOHN ROLLINS
Reason forPRS interest: Not given - possibly noted due to mental disorders beginning 1951 and arrests for disturbing the peace.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs:
none alcoholic

'64 diagnosis: schizophrenic reaction, paranoid type, dangerous maybe

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 3/30/63
Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
File opened. 5/19/64 caused disturbance. 5/20/64 interviewed by SA and he repeated threats he had previously made against his former Treasury supervisor and said he intended to take complaints to WH if necessary. 7/22/66 interviewed in confused state.

Location of subject last: Nashville, Tn. '67
Field Office reporting: Nashville
Last update: 10-19-67 HHH, Richard Fulton
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: LANIGAN, CHARLES BERNARD (JR.)

Reason for PRS interest: 3/31/63 letter to JFK complaining about military officers. On 4/7/65 the FBI reported finding papers signed by subject which are rambling and state that subjects sympathies are with the killer of JFK. 5/7/65 subject wrote letter to S.S. about JFK assassination and his urge to kill LBJ.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3 (in 1963)

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

schizophrenic reaction, paranoid type, active

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 4/4/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI liaison, however

Action taken:
In 1965 SA's began interviews; on 11/3/67 SA determined subject no longer of protective interest.

Location of subject last: Kansas City, Mo. '68

Field Office reporting: Kansas City

Last update: 2/4/69
Name of individual: ODENWALD, JOSEPH K. (JR.)

Reason for PRS interest: 3/24/63 subject penetrated security at Ft. Knox bullion depository.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Mental confinement 3/63 to 12/63. No diagnosis.

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 4/2/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 3/24/63 - date of security penetration. Incoherent.
Complained of blackouts. Expressed no presidential interest.
Was confined to hospital.

Location of subject last: Wauconda, Il. '64
Field Office reporting: Chicago

Last update: 8/14/67
Name of individual: SHEPHERD, LAWRENCE

Reason for PRS interest: Subject interviewed 4/6/63 as WH visitor demanding to see JFK and claiming to be Indian descendent. Friendly toward Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
None

Committed 4/6/63 from WH. No diagnosis

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 4/6/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Committed from WH

Location of subject last: unknown '63

Field Office reporting: Pittsburgh

Last update: 8/14/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: VARNUM, HUGH DORSEY

Reason for PRS interest: 1963 subject wrote and phoned Atlanta office asking about reproducing Mex currency. Proclaimed himself a prophet.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Mentally deficient

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 4/5/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: Keeps writing letters so S.S. keeps tabs. Not deemed of protective interest. No threats in his letters.

Location of subject last: Elberton, Ga. '77

Field Office reporting: Atlanta

Last update: 3/8/77
SMITH, MARTIN UDELL

Subject wrote letter to JFK 4/17/63 in which he threatened to kill Mrs. Kennedy and children.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Periodic commitments 4/63 to present - paranoid schizophrenia

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 4/19/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
S.S. committed subject on 4/19/63 for observation. SA who interviewed him considered him dangerous and he is still hospitalized.

Location of subject last: Tuscaloosa, Al. '68

Field Office reporting: Birmingham

Last update: 4/17/68

Kennedy family
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MELTON, CHARLES E.
Reason forPRS interest: 4/15/63 WH caller to see JFK about getting govt. job.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none
Hospitalized '61 and '62. No diagnosis.
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 4/15/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES

Location of subject last: Rockville, Md. '63
Field Office reporting: Washington, D.C.
Last update: 8/14/65
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BELL, ROBERT CHESTER

Reason for PRS interest: 4/18/63 info from FBI that he was at their office and told them he had jumped the fence at the WH that day.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

hospitalized 4/18/63 to 4/49/63. No diagnosis.  Alcoholic

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 4/18/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken: Hospitalized. Investigation disclosed no breach of WH security.

No contacts since 1963.

Location of subject last: unknown '63

Field Office reporting: NY

Last update: 8/15/67
Name of individual: OLIVERIO, HILDEGARD G.

Reason forPRS interest: 4/24/63 two calls rec'd, said she was JFK's wife.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Catatonic schizophrenic

Nationalistic group: none German

Date called to Secret Service attention: 4/24/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
5/9/63 interviewed at hospital. Denied calls and letters.
Exhibited lack of interest in Kennedy's. Husband surrendered letters.

Location of subject last: Traverse City, MI '67

Field Office reporting: Grand Rapid

Last update: 8/14/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: TEMPLEMAN, GEORGE BRYAN (JR.)
Reason for PRS interest: 7/24/63 obscene post cards to Pres. Yet his file was opened months before. 2/17/64 threatening letters to LBJ mentioning assassination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of threat:</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organizations to which individual belongs:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>Schizophrenia with homicidal tendencies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental history since '61 with hospitalizations '64, '65, '66.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationalistic group:</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date called to Secret Service attention:</td>
<td>4/29/64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referred by other agency?</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action taken:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/20/64 interviewed. Claimed no intention to harm Pres. but cont. to write obscene letters and was arrested. At hospital spoke of assassination, saying he would do it. Since release in '66 from hospital, has improved. Last interview 1/25/68 SA reported as coherent and no animosity shown. Checkups discont. 7/8/68 interviewed. Not of protective interest.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of subject</td>
<td>Last: Augusta, Ga. '73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Office reporting:</td>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last update:</td>
<td>7/22/68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nixon, Talmadge
NAME OF INDIVIDUAL: MATHE, ILONA

REASON FOR PERS INTEREST: Visitor and letter writer to WH since 1963. Telephones Cleveland office many times.

DEGREE OF THREAT: 1 2 3

ORGANIZATIONS TO WHICH INDIVIDUAL BELONGS: none

PARANOIA

NATIONALISTIC GROUP: none

DATE CALLED TO SECRET SERVICE ATTENTION: 4/29/63

REFERED BY OTHER AGENCY? NO YES

ACTION TAKEN: Committed from the WH 8/3/65. She kicked and spat upon interviewing agent. 8/24/66 interview appeared in good mental condition. Deemed not of protective interest.

LOCATION OF SUBJECT LAST: Youngstown, OH '73

FIELD OFFICE REPORTING: Cleveland

LAST UPDATE: 6/20/73
Name of individual: FRECHMAN, LILLIAN

Reason for PRS interest: WH visitor 5/1/63 and 5/2/63.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

confined '62 and '63 - paranoid reaction.

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/1/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 5/2/63, uncooperative but no ill feelings toward JFK.
6/3/63 subj appeared at State Dept. to see high official about complaint against govt. Committed from the WH 5/2/63.

Location of subject last: Long Island, NY '76

Field Office reporting: NY

Last update: 7/1/76
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: OSTERDAY, BILLIE


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Mental case - undocumented

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/2/63

Refereed by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 9/6/63 friendly to protectees but claimed persecuted by FBI and law. In 1964 wanted to marry Mrs. Kennedy.

Location of subject last: Detroit, MI '74

Field Office reporting: Detroit

Last update: 7/12/74

Nixon
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BENTER, STANLEY JAMES

Reason for PRS interest: 5/5/63 phone call to WH to speak with JFK saying he had pine casket for him.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
alcoholic

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/6/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 5/14/63 no animosity, said he'd been drinking. In '64 he threatened LBJ on phone. Has made several calls in intoxicated state. Cont. to be 1970's caller with mental problem.
SA in '76 deemed him no threat to protectees.

Tried to prosecute for 871 in '63 but prosecution declined due to subject's intoxicated condition.

Location of subject last: Kindston, NY '77
Field Office reporting: White Plains

Last update: 3/13/78

Nixon, Kissinger, Rockefeller, Ford. Carter
Name of individual: FORTUNA, BENITA

Reason for PRS interest: 5/63 WH visitor; wanted to talk to JFK about being fired from her jobs. Struggled with WH police. Carried knife.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Paranoid-schizophrenic with delusions of persecution by police

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/6/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Committed from WH 5/63. Released as not being dangerous.

Location of subject last: unknown '64

Field Office reporting: Washington

Last update: 8/14/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BENNETT, WILLIAM ROBERT

Reason for PRS interest: 5/63 obscene letter with implied threat. Angry because IRS had disallowed tax deductions and taken money from VA compensation check. Friendly to JFK.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/7/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 5/63; subject was drunk when wrote letter. Friendly to President. Prosecution declined.

Location of subject last: Lajunta, Colorado '64

Field Office reporting: Denver

Last update: 8/14/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: TONE, JOHN

Reason for PRS interest: 5/63 WH visitor who said he had no friends in the world. President was only place he could get help.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Schizophrenic-paranoid type

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/10/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: Committed from WH, 5/63 and confined until 2/64. Had been arrested in the past for carrying a pistol and had cut a man up badly.

Location of subject last: Dallas, Tx. '66

Field Office reporting: Dallas

Last update: 8/15/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DELGROSSO, PIETRO

Reason for PRS interest: 5/63 WH visitor. Believed he was Pres. Returned 9/63. This time was not released; committed.

Degree of threat: 1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/10/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Committed from WH 9/63 but no diagnosis.

Location of subject last: Bronx, NY '65

Field Office reporting: NY

Last update: 8/15/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MCGURRIN, WILLIAM JOSEPH

Reason for PRS interest: 5/10/63 threat letter to JFK saying he would put a bullet through Pres. head.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Alcoholic

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/13/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed and arrested 5/13/63. Admitted threat but claimed no intent. Wanted to be arrested to get medical attention. Has threatened family. Violent temper. 6/1/67 threat to LBJ written from hospital. Interviewed but not considered dangerous. 1963 hospitalized - last report 1/8/68. Paranoid but not dangerous.

Knowledge of weapons and considered excellent shot.

Location of subject last: Waymart, Pa. '67

Field Office reporting: Scranton

Last update: 4/22/68

HAH
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INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: KNOX, JEFFERSON DALE

Reason forPRS interest: 5/9/63 threatening telegram to Pres. stating "I must have your blood, or you must have mine in time."
9/2/65 told police that JFK was unfair to blacks and he would have to take care of JF.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

numerous commitments since '62; schizophrenic paranoid, chronic

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/13/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Interviewed 5/22/63 and considered dangerous by SA. Interviewed 3/17/66; uttered threat; violent; considered extremely dangerous.


Military record shows assault with a deadly weapon.

Location of subject last: Los Angeles '71

Field Office reporting: LA

Last update: 1/28/71
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WILSON, LILLY NORWOOD

Reason for PRS interest: 5/12/63 call to Joseph Kennedy
Imagines she is acquainted with Kennedy family

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Numerous confinements since '52. Schizophrenic reaction, paranoid

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/12/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
5/28/63 interviewed; uncooperative. No action taken.

Location of subject last: Staunton, Va '66

Field Office reporting: Richmond

Last update: 8/14/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HOLCOMB, ALEX LEWIS

Reason for PRS interest: 5/11/63 letter stating, "I am going to kill you".

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
claims former membership in KKK

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/15/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
6/5/63 interviewed. Said he wrote letter to get attention for his attempt to honorable discharge. SA reported subject friendly toward President. Prior to interview, subject was arrested on 5/31/63 for 871. Given two year probation.

Location of subject last: Atlanta, Ga '66

Field Office reporting: Atlanta

Last update: 8/14/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: CASTONGUEY, NORMAN ROGER

Reason for PRS interest: 4/11/63 subject phoned NY FBI office while drunk and at one time threatened President.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

SA reported subject appears in need of psychiatric help

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 4/15/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Interviewed 4/17/63; drunk and incoherent. Frequent moods of depression. Characterized by FBI as chronic complainant.
US attorney declined prosecution 5/28/63.

Location of subject last: Brooklyn '63

Field Office reporting: NY

Last update: 8/15/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: REEDY, HERBERT EMMETT

Reason for PRS interest: Visited S.S. forgery section 5/63 claiming govt. owes him compensation for illness incurred working on atom bomb. Visits to LBJ in '64 about money also. Claimed to be FBI agent. By '68 was claiming to be S.S. agent.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/21/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

none noted other than the S.S. kept tabs.

Said he owned magnum.

Location of subject last: Cleveland '68

Field Office reporting: Washington

Last update: 10/28/68
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HORTON, ORMAN BRIGGS

Reason for PRS interest: 5/22/63 visited WH re violation of civil rights. In '64 threatened federal judge, expressed desire to get auto weapon and mentioned LBJ. '66 hostile toward Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Numerous commitments since '62 - schizophrenic paranoid.

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/22/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
S.S. kept tabs, then in '68 QI's were initiated. 10/14/70 discont.

Location of subject last: San Antonio, Tx. '71

Field Office reporting: Tampa

Last update: 3/12/71

Nixon
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HALPECKA, RENEE

Reason for PRS interest: 5/21/63 telephoned VP three times. Said that Russian tried to black mail her and she wanted VP to help. Telephoned in '64; feels she was mistreated in re to her first calls.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Agent felt subject has mental problem. No diagnosis.

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 6/4/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Interviewed 6/20/63 and said she wanted VP help. She was checked again before Brezhnew's visit. Deemed not of protective interest.

Location of subject last: Vincentown, NJ '73

Field Office reporting: Phila

Last update: 6/20/73
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WESSON, JOSEPH LINDBERGH POST
Signed neighbors name to embarass neighbor.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Hospitalized periodically since '63 - paranoid schizophrenic.

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/28/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 5/28/63 and 5/8/64. Said he was just trying to embarass
neighbor. Wrote Pres. seeking help in '65. Interviewed again in
'69 and he blamed S.S. agents for mother's death. Said President
was good man but that several persons in his hospital where he is
confined threatened Pres. Doctors did not evaluate him as dangerous
but said subject is cunning. U.S. attorney declined prosecution '64.

Location of subject Last: Phoenix '73

Field Office reporting: Phoenix

Last update: 11/6/69
Name of individual: COOK, WILLIAM

Reason for PRS interest: 5/31/63 and 12/14/64 WH visitor. Wanted money and car from President.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Hospitalized '60-'63 but escaped. Schizophrenic, paranoid

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/31/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Regarded as possibly dangerous '64. Committed from WH 12/14/64.

Location of subject: last: Washington, D. C. '67

Field Office reporting: Washington

Last update: 8/14/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WALTZ, FRANK CLINTON


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 6/3/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 6/6/63. Made statement in Nov. '63 that he was glad JFK was assassinated. Reinterviewed 12/6/63 - said he liked LBJ. Has history of assault, but not jailed.

Location of subject last: Cincinnati '69
Field Office reporting: Cincinnati
Last update: 8/14/67

NIXON
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: PERRY, ANDREW ANTHONY

Reason for PRS interest: 6/63 wrote letter threatening JFK, RFK, Police Commissioner of NY, and VP Johnson. Wrote name of another person for the purposes of causing trouble.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

Schizophrenic with mixed reaction, has attempted suicide

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 6/3/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Interviewed 6/19/63, denied knowledge of letter. Handwriting proved his authorship. Arrested. Considered vindictive & dangerous. Nolle Prose due to continued hospitalization in '67. Subject kept on files and incoming anonymous notes compared to his.

Location of subject last: Yonkers, NY '73

Field Office reporting: NY

Last update: 2/15/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MILLER, COLUMBUS (JR.)
Reason for PRS interest: WH visitor 6/3/63. Claimed he was God.

Degree of threat: 1  2  3
Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
Schizophrenic paranoid
Nationalistic group: black
Date called to Secret Service attention: 6/3/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES

Location of subject last: Chicago '67
Field Office reporting: Chicago
Last update: 8/15/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DOUGLAS, MARSHALL


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

hospitalized '42, '52, '58 and '63. Schizo

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 6/4/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Committed from WH 6/5/63

Location of subject last: Brooklyn '65

Field Office reporting: NY

Last update: 8/15/67
Name of individual: MAGDALENE, EMMANUEL

Reason forPRS interest: 6/3/63 subject phoned FBI re JFK.
He was interviewed that date - incoherent, friendly, not of interest. 10/17/66 phoned FBI and advised he had gun to kill Pres. Subject claimed to be harassed by Negro group called "the Johnson". Through the next three years claimed to be FBI and S.S. agent.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Schizophrenic paranoid, chronic, nervous system syphilis, incompetent

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 6/3/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Interviewed in '63 and deemed not of interest tho' file was opened.
Following years his threat was stronger and he was arrested under 18 USC 871 on 11/2/66. '68 complaint was dismissed in favor of state commitment. In 2/69 he was committed by USSS.

Had extensive criminal record with assault arrests.

Location of subject last: San Antonio, Tx '69

Field Office reporting: San Antonio

Last update: 11/30/70
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: LOFFREDO, RAYMOND ANTHONY

Reason forPRS interest: 6/4/63 subject committed from Ft. Myer for rummaging through rooms and then setting fire. When committed he told officials that he had visited WH 2 times on previous night.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

committed periodically since '45; schizo-paranoid, chronic

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 6/4/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES Army

Action taken:
Subjects story not verified. QI's from 6/63 to 10/67.

Location of subject last: Brockton, Ma '74

Field Office reporting: Boston

Last update: 9/16/74
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: CRAWFORD, LLOYD BURRELL


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 6/3/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:


Location of subject last: San Diego '63

Field Office reporting: San Diego

Last update: 8/15/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SCHLICHT, ROBERT JOHN


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 6/3/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Interviewed 6/19/63. Denied statement. Informant not reliable.
Case ended.

Location of subject last: San Diego '63

Field Office reporting: San Diego

Last update: 8/15/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SANDHAUS, RALPH CLINTON

Reason for PRS interest: Subject informed FBI 6/1/63 that Schlicht and Crawford indicated they might shoot JFK while in San Diego.

Degree of threat: 1

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 6/3/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Interviewed 6/19/63 and considered unreliable. Ten years later he showed up at USSS HQ to ask if he could put on job applications that he'd lost earlier job due to cooperation with fed. agencies.

Location of subject last: LA '73

Field Office reporting: LA

Last update: 8/6/73
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: STEADMAN, DAVID ALVIN

Reason for PRS interest: 6/16/63 subject observed near WH acting in suspicious manner, arrested twice in D.C. for CDW. 12/11/63 climbed fence at JFK's grave site.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

numerous commitments since '62; schizo-paranoid; considered very dangerous if not kept on medication.

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 6/16/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Interviewed 6/16/63, aggressive but not of interest to SA.

'67 involved in shooting with police. QI's from 3/17/64 - 12/3/68. 10/20/70 subject under 24 hour surveillance during presidential visit of same date.

Location of subject last: Kingsport, Tn. '70

Field Office reporting: Nashville

Last update: 11/5/70
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DILLARD, WILLIAM LEE

Reason for PRS interest: 6/6/63 anon derogatory post card to Pres. During '63-'64 subj wrote 125 obscene threatening letters to various govt officials.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

- none
- schizoid personality

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 6/21/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
9/8/64 arrest by SS & POI at Washington, D.C. for mailing obscene matter. Indicted also for Sec 871. 9/11/64 interviewed and complained of racial problems and unemployment. Considered not dangerous. QI's from 9/16/64 to 2/12/69.

Location of subject last: Bethesda '69

Field Office reporting: Washington

Last update: 2/26/69

Gov. Millard Tawes, Jacob Javits, JFK
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: PATTERSON, MARCELLUS MOSS

Reason for PRS interest: 6/26/63 while being arrested by NYPD
subj stated JFK should be killed for his economic policies. Later
could not account for his statement.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
numerous confinements; schizophrenic with persecution complex

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 7/2/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES NYPD

Action taken:
6/63 committed by USSS at Plattsburgh, NY. 8/26/63 subj permanently
committed to NY mental institution due to inability to care for him-
self. QI's initiated. 11/29/63 subj eloped due to fear that he
would be connected to assassination - Pres. complex. 5/66 committed
by USSS in Chicago. Cont. letter writing to various people. NO
animosity for protectees and deemed not dangerous.

Location of subject last: NY, '77
Field Office reporting: NY
Last update: 2/16/77

NIXON, ROCKFELLER
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DUDAS, ADAM

Reason for PRS interest: 7/4/63 came to WH to get help from Pres. Delivered letter at this time. 9/14/63 incoherent call to S.S. Felt he was being persecuted by communists.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: Czech

Date called to Secret Service attention: 7/4/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
7/4/63 interview, SA stated subject was friendly towards President. 6/73 attempt to locate subject in connection with Brezhnev's visit met with negative results. Began contact with WH again in '74.

Location of subject last: San Francisco '75

Field Office reporting: San Francisco

Last update: 10/9/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: FAILS, VIRGINIA LEE

Reason for PRS interest: 7/6/63 EOB visitor to see JFK. Would not talk to any one else. Caused scene that day at bus depot. Arrested and stated he would kill Mrs. Kennedy and Caroline.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

'committed periodically since '53; schizo-paranoid, dangerous.

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 7/6/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: Interviewed 7/23/63 - thought dangerous. Does not look as though any further investigation was done, however.

Location of subject last: Detroit, Mi '67

Field Office reporting: Detroit

Last update: 8/17/67
Name of individual: ALEXY, JOHN CARL

Reason for PRS interest: 7/63 wrote several letters to JFK. 8/63 called National Bureau of Standards and said he would direct his voltage machine at the WH.

Degree of threat: 1

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Mental history since '57; paranoid schizo

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 8/8/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES Nat'l Bureau of Standards

Action taken:

When he came to the WH 5/10/67 he was committed. In '69 he was interviewed and determined to be capable of violence. QI's were discont. 4/27/71.

Location of subject last: Washington, D.C. '75 hosp.

Field Office reporting: Washington

Last update: 7/8/74
Name of individual: JOHNSON, JAMES ROBERT

Reason for PRS interest: Info' rec'd 12/12/63 that subj reportedly threatened to kill father and Kennedy children.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none
chronic paranoid schizophrenic

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/12/63

Referred by other agency? NO ? YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/13/63; denied threat. Appeared mentally ill.

In '68 wrote letter that implied threat against Pres. QI's initiated 2/27/64 - 10/3/67 and again 6/12/68 - 4/16/69. Letters in '72 caused his arrest 8/31/72 for violation of 18 Sec 871. Charges dismissed in lieu of commitment. QI's initiated again.

Location of subject last: NY '77

Field Office reporting: NY

Last update: 1/26/78
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MAJOR, MARVIN EDWARD

Reason forPRS interest: 7/10/63 appeared at WH

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
confined '60 -61 and '65 to '66. Schizo-paranoid

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 7/10/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
2/20/64 interviewed; subj continued writing letters becoming abusive. SA reported subj dangerous 2/1/65 and he was committed by USSS 3/12/65. '69 committed suicide

Location of subject last: Tuolumne County, Ca. '69

Field Office reporting: LA

Last update: 10-14-69

NIXON
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: PITCHER, ETHEL

Reason forPRS interest: 7/10/63 and 9/27/63 appeared at WH
Claimed communists are using her.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 7/10/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Committed on 9/27/63 from WH and released.
6/73 subj was investigated in connection with Brezhnev's visit.

Location of subject last: Jersey City, NJ '73

Field Office reporting: Newark

Last update: 6/20/73
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HILL, COMER

Reason for PRS interest: 10-4-63 subject appeared at WH with desire to work with the Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
paranoid schizo

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 10/4/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed and evaluated as not dangerous, nuisance type. No protective interest. From '65 to '69 subj was letter writer to WH. By '73 definitely mentally ill with phone calls to high officials. Has been hospitalized seven time since '62 and S.S. keeps tabs.

Location of subject last: Dallas, '77

Field Office reporting: Dallas

Last update: 4/22/77

Nixon, HHH, Kennedy (Ed)
Carter
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: CARMONY, GROVER CLEVELAND


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

VA hospitals '52-'64. Schizo-chronic paranoid

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 7/16/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: Committed by USSS 10-15-63

Location of subject last: Middlesboro, KY '67

Field Office reporting: Louisville, KY

Last update: 8/15/67
**INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH**

Name of individual: **SHOEMAKER, SHIRLEY MONROE**

Reason for FRS interest: 7/11/63 subj told cab driver he was member of VP staff, also misused senate gallery pass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of threat:</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Organizations to which individual belongs:
- none
- commitments in '63 '64 '65 '66 schizo-paranoid '67

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 7/11/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
7/20/63 interview; determined to be of protective interest. Tabs were kept on subject. Letters and calls cont.along with commitments. In '67 FBI arrested subj for impersonation of Air Force personnel. Same year SA determined that subject was no longer of protective interest. Letters cont.

Location of subject last: Redlands, Ca '71

Field Office reporting: Washington

Last update: 11/21/75

Nixon, Agnew, Ford
Name of individual: THOMAS, MELVIN LLOYD

Reason for PRS interest: 7/18/63 escaped from mental institution arrived in D.C. and said he was Treasury agent. He was here to remove Pres from office and take over govt.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

paranoid schizo - no history of violence

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 7/18/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Interview 7/18/63, incoherent; no threats. Committed by USSS.

Location of subject last: Elgin, Il. '67

Field Office reporting: Chicago

Last update: 11/16/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: OHLY, WILLIAM N.

Reason for PRS interest: 7/63 and 6/66 wrote abusive letters to the Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 0 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
John Birch Society, Let Freedom Ring Society

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 7/19/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: Checked background. No history of violence. Not considered of protective interest.

Location of subject last: Westerville, OH '66

Field Office reporting: Columbus

Last update: 8/15/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ELLIS, WALTER BRUCE (JR.)

Reason for PRS interest: 7/19/63 WH caller, friendly
Cont. to be visitor in '64 & '65.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 7/19/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: Interviewed and did not appear to be of protective interest.

Location of subject last: Austin '72

Field Office reporting: Austin

Last update: 2/24/72 LBJ, Nixon, Ed Kennedy
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HOWIE, PAULINE

Reason forPRS interest: 7/23/63 and 5/27/65 caller at USSS.
Believes govt. owes her a trillion+ dollars.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
hospitalized '51-'58. No diagnosis.

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 7/23/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
S.S. keeps tabs but does not feel she presents a danger to any persons under their protection at this time.

Location of subject last: Roseville, MI '77
Field Office reporting: Detroit
Last update: 9/23/77
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BRADBURN, RAYMOND MARION JOSEPH
Reason for PRS interest: 7/19/63 letter to Pres in which subj stated he would kill him and rape wife unless given 3 million $. 4/16/65 info rec'd that subject while in prison had planned to assassinate JFK.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none
psychotic delinquent
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 7/24/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Interviewed 7/31/63 and said letter was joke & would like to apologize to Pres. QI's initiated. He was arrested this day for violence 18-871 and served four year sentence. When interviewed in '65 about assassination plot he denied statement. No problems since his release. QI's discont. in '68. Subject does not appear to present danger to protectees at this time.
Location of subject last: Everett, WA '78
Field Office reporting: Seattle
Last update: 4/3/78 Nixon, Lloyd Meeds, Carter
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HAWKINS, JAMES ARVILLE

Reason for PRS interest: 7/24/63 subj overheard making statement that he was going to Washington to blow JFK's head off because he believed Pres. was giving blacks jobs when he couldn't find one.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

epileptic and mentally retarded; schizo traits

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 7/26/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: 7/26/63 arrested for threat and claimed he was only joking.
Repeate threat in S.C. before being arrest. Numerous interviews since conviction on threat and release. Last Interview 3/13/68 subj showed no animosity. Check ups discont.

Location of subject last: Miami, Fl '68

Field Office reporting: Miami

Last update: 4/22/68
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: FISH, HAROLD BRADFORD

Reason for PRS interest: 7/25/63 reported by Pres. naval aide as possibly of protective interest. Has telephoned various agency but no history of violence.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

confined '53 - '55 with one escape. No diagnosis

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 7/25/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES USN

Action taken:
Not interviewed but given background checks. Deemed not of protective interest.

Location of subject Last: Kansas City, MO '73

Field Office reporting: Kansas City

Last update: 4/12/73
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: GORDON, RUDOLPH NATHANIEL (III)

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none
Mental patient ’62: manic depressive with grandiose ideas
Nationalistic group: black
Date called to Secret Service attention: 7/30/63
Refered by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Not considered dangerous.

Location of subject last: Boston ’67
Field Office reporting: Boston
Last update: 11/8/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ROBERTSON, JOHN FREDERICK

Reason for PRS interest: '63 subj sent incoherent letter to Pres. 8/11/63 appeared at Pentagon.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
hospitalized periodically since '59. No diagnosis

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 8/23/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Not interviewed until 12/65 because subj believed that Pres. Kennedy has made him a general. Doctors feel subj not dangerous.

Location of subject last: Stockton State Hosp. CA '67
Field Office reporting: Sacramento

Last update: 8/15/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WOLFF, TADEUSZ GODOT

Reason for PRS interest: Since '63 subj has been writing JFK, LBJ and U Thant complaining of injustices.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
SA states subj mentally disturbed

Nationalistic group: German

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/20/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed on many occasions. Last interview '67 and subject is still bitter towards govt. No animosity toward Pres, not of protective interest.
6/21/72 report states that subj is trying to get in East Berlin and gave Polish authorities his permit to re-enter US issued by INS.

Location of subject last: Nuernberg, Germany '72

Field Office reporting: Paris

Last update: 7/18/72
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SMITH, JAMES F.
Reason for PRS interest: Subj apprehended on 8/15/63 inside security area at Anacostia Naval Air Station where Pres. helicopters are based.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 8/15/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES USN
Action taken:
Interviewed 8/15/63; no animosity towards Pres. Was drunk and did not know where he was.

Location of subject last: unknown '63
Field Office reporting: Washington
Last update: 8/15/67
Name of individual: FULLER, MELVIN

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
hospitalized since '54. Paranoid, chronic, in remission.
Nationalistic group: black
Date called to Secret Service attention: 8/19/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
7/15/66 committed from WH. In '68 applied for gun permit. S.S. kept tabs of whereabouts. QI's were finally discont. 5/7/69.
In '71 appeared at the WH again and was committed again. 5/12/71 QI's initiated and 5/19/71 discont.

Location of subject last: Washington, D.C. '73
Field Office reporting: Washington
Last update: 9/1/71
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MULLEN, MILTON RALPH
Wanted to be paid for invention used on carrier Enterprise

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs:
None
Committed since WH visit but no diagnosis

Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 8/19/63
Refered by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Committed date of WH visit

Location of subject last: Myerstown, Pa '71
Field Office reporting: Scranton
Last update: 5/27/71
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WINSTON, ELIZABETH BARBARA
Reason for PRS interest: Numerous letters and calls to WH
Last contact 1/23/64

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
committed '59 and '63 paranoid - schizo

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 8/21/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 8/23/63; hostile towards agents. Says she has telepathic conversations with JFK.

Location of subject last: Poughkeepsie, NY (State Hospital) '69
Field Office reporting: NY
Last update: 6/17/69
NIXON
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BRASWELL, HAROLD

Reason forPRS interest: 8/18/63 MAILED LETTER TO PRES. WITH implied threat. Disturbed over court martial and plight of Negroes.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

alcoholic

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 8/26/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
9/11/63 committed by S.S. and family for having written implied threatening letter. Interviewed several times since '63, last being 4/3/68. No hostility shown. Up until '76 he had written a few letters - friendly. 3/30/76 obscene letter to Betty Ford but not threatening.

Location of subject last: Milledgeville, Ga. '75 state hosp.

Field Office reporting: Nashville

Last update: 3-30-76

Wallace
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DORCH, JAMES (JR)

Reason for PRS interest: 8/63 and 2/66 WH visitor. Called WH 8/63,

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

chronic brain syndrome with convulsive disorders with psychotic reactions
Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 8/27/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Location of subject last: unknown '67

Field Office reporting: Washington

Last update: 8/15/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: RASIN, ARTHUR (MRS.)
Reason for PRS interest: Since 1963, letter writer and caller, religious fanatic with imagined divine revelations for solving US problems. Has cont. to visit and write WH up to '73.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
'63 diagnosed schizo

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 9/3/63 file opened
Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 8/63. S.S. kept tabs.

Location of subject last: Cedar Grove, NJ '73
Field Office reporting: Newark
Last update: 8/3/73

HHH, Nixon, Agnew
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SINCLAIR, WILLIAM HENRY

Reason for PRS interest: 8/5/63 referred by FBI after writing abusive letter to RFK and because he stole weapons from a National Guard armory and committed an armed robbery.

After JFK assassination he expressed no concern and said LBJ could be next.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

behavior disorders

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 8/7/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:

Apparently subj was incarcerated. Not until 10/67 was subject interviewed. Expressed no hostility toward USSS protectees and not considered dangerous toward them.

Location of subject last: Schenectady, NY '67

Field Office reporting: Syracuse

Last update: 11/7/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WILSON, LLOYD JOHN

Reason for PRS interest: 9/9/63 info from FBI that subject wrote
Pres. (never mailed) saying "I'll destroy govt. along with you."
12/19/63 subj told Chicago FBI that he paid LHO $1000 to kill
JFK.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
ANP sympathizer - not member
schizo-paranoid

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 9/9/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Interviewed day he told FBI he'd hired LHO and made threat to LBJ.
8/25/64 told police he was enroute to Va. to offer ANP his ser-
VICES in killing LBJ and RFK. Cannot control actions, extremely
dangerous. 3/19/69 intvd - claimed activities in '63 due to imma-
TURITY. No longer any feelings toward ANP. Determined no further

Field Office advised that subject to be released from prison soon.
Location of subject last: Soledad, Ca. or San Diego

Field Office reporting: San Francisco

Last update: 9/25/75

Wilson was arrested at Chicago by USSS 12/20/63 on Sec 871 but
dismissed. Another warrant issued 9/64 but declined because of
arson conviction.
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HICKSON, FLORIDELLA LOUISE

Reason for PRS interest: 9/16/63 subj ran auto against the east gate of WH. Stated she owned the WH and wanted to look around.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

schizo-paranoid

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 9/17/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: interviewed 9/16/63 and again 12/28/65. Appeared sane. She was committed from White House on 9/16/63.

Location of subject last: Washington, D.C. '66

Field Office reporting: Washington

Last update: 8/16/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: JONSSON, HORDUR

Reason for PRS interest: 9/17/63 during VP visit to Iceland

subj was overheard to say, "many things could happen today."

Had rifle in possession. Claimed on way to gunsmith, stopped
to see VP.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

manio-depressive '63

Nationalistic group: Icelandic

Date called to Secret Service attention: 9/17/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Arrested 9/17/63 as suspicious person. Not considered dangerous.

Weapon was inoperable. Was kept under surveillance during '73

Presidential visit by parents.

Location of subject last: Iceland '73

Field Office reporting: Paris

Last update: 6/27/73
Name of individual: JOHNSON, KATIE LEE

Reason for PRS interest: 10-24-63 arrested by FBI for extortion. Several confinements 11/4/63 to 2/5/65, continuous since 9/19/68.

Degree of threat: 3 (Confined)

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
paranoid - schizo
Nationalistic group: black
Date called to Secret Service attention: 10-31-63
Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Not until '64 when subject wrote 6 abusive letters of threatening tenor to President was she interviewed (12/7/64). She denied making threats. S.S. kept tabs during confinement.

Location of subject last: Baltimore '77
Field Office reporting: Baltimore
Last update: 3/15/77

Nixon
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SWEIGART, JOHN SAMUEL

Reason for PRS interest: WH visitor 9/23/63. Claimed to be prophet with message for JFK.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

confined 3 times '63-'65

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 9/23/63

Refered by other agency? No Yes

Action taken:

Committed from WH 9/23/63.

Location of subject last: Allentown, Pa. '67

Field Office reporting: Phila

Last update: 8/15/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HICKS, DOYLE ALLEN
Reason for PRS interest: WH visitor 9/26/63. Released. At noon same date, he returned to WH with truck and rammed through NW gate. Demanded to see Pres. about communists taking over N.C. Friendly to Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
paranoid-schizo
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 9/26/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Committed from WH 9/63. Interviewed 11/13/67 & subsequent times. Showed no interest in Pres. 3/3/69 determined no further protective interest. QI's 10-7-63 - 3-3-69.

Location of subject last: Morganton, N.C. '69 (state hosp)
Field Office reporting: Charlotte
Last update: 3/6/69
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: GAINEY, WAYNE L.

Reason for PRS interest: FBI referral 9/24/63. Subject claimed KKK authorized him to kill Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
KKK

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 9/26/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Interviewed 10-23-63 admitted derogatory statements about JFK but denied intent to harm. Prosecution declined 11/4/63.

Location of subject last: Troy, Al '67

Field Office reporting: Mobile

Last update: 8/15/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: RIVERA-ORTIZ JOSE ANTONIO

Reason for PRS interest: 9/28/63 and 9/25/64 WH visitor.

Said he had radio wave contact with Pres. Letter writer also.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 10/21/63 file opened

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Committed from WH 9/25/64. Had been committed in '63 - no diagnosis.

Location of subject last: Aibonito, PR '65

Field Office reporting: San Juan

Last update: 8/16/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ZIEMAN, CARL FRED
Reason for PRS interest: During 10/63 subject mailed postcard to WH complaining of destruction of mind thru colors.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
depressive reaction

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 10/11/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 10-24-63 claimed Ford Motor Co. was trying to murder him through use of colors. Wanted Pres. help. Friendly.

Location of subject last: Taylor, MI '65
Field Office reporting: Détroit
Last update: 8/15/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual:  PIERCE, CHARLES COOPER

Reason for PRS interest:  9/63 letter to Nixon. Not clear why file was opened sooner than this.

Degree of threat:  1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
  none
  paranoid schizo  drug addict

Nationalistic group:  none

Date called to Secret Service attention:  8/24/63

Refered by other agency?  NO  YES

Action taken:
  Interviewed 1/25/67 and subj was incoherent. Friendly towards Pres. SA reported subject not of protective interest. This comes four years after file was opened.

Location of subject  Last:  Atascadero, CA '67

Field Office reporting:  LA

Last update:  8/15/67  NIXON
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: LINDLEY, ROBERT WILLIS

Reason for PRS interest: Prolific writer dating back to 9/10/63. Believes Hitler is alive and Germans are taking over.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
mental deficiency with psychotic reaction

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 9/11/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Subject was not interviewed at doctors request. He had been com- mitted in '62. QI's discont. 12/13/68.

Location of subject last: Lansing, MI '68

Field Office reporting: Grand Rapid

Last update: 12-20-68
Name of individual: CINCIRIPINI, ROBERT

Reason for PRS interest: 9/28/63 subj wrote suicide letter to WH.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 10-3-63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 10-8-63 subj depressed over failure to receive VA comp. No animosity for Pres and deemed not of protective interest:

Sent LBJ and Nixon letters requesting help.

Location of subject last: Braddock, Pa. '72

Field Office reporting: Pittsburgh

Last update: 12-07-72

NIXON, LBJ
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: JOHNSON, ALDEN BERNARD

Reason for PRS interest: 10-3-63 visited WH. Appeared to be mental case and was not detained. Wanted to be next Pres.
8/5/64 subj's wife advised subj may be in D.C. to harm Pres. since he had threatened her.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
schizo

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 10-3-63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Turned away in '63. In '64, Sept. 15, subj was interviewed and he stated he had no desire to see Pres. No ill feeling for LBJ.
SA reported subj rational and seemed to be harmless. 3/2/67 check ups discont.
(Trained with explosives and all types firearms.)

Location of subject last: Phila '68

Field Office reporting: Phila

Last update: 4/22/68
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HILL, AFTON MARIE DARDEN

Reason forPRS interest: 10-1-63 subj came to LA S.S. wanting help from Pres. because architectural design had been stolen from her. In '70 she wrote letter to Nixon. Not until '74 did she become abusive in manner. In '76 threatened Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

P.D. determined subj mentally unstable and incapable of carrying out threat

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 10-1-63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
S.S. kept tabs, determined not a danger to persons under protection of S.S.

Location of subject last: Seattle '76
Field Office reporting: Seattle
Last update: 9-10-76

Nixon, Ford
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: GORDON, HOPE

Reason for PRS interest: '63 wrote Pres. wanting help. Machines were torturing her.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
schizo-paranoid

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 10-6-63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Not until 5/20/65 was anything done. That day she was apprehended with a pocketful of rocks in NYC hotel where VP was staying.

Committed that date at request of USSS.

Location of subject last: Orangeburg, NY '65

Field Office reporting: NY

Last update: 8/15/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: CUCUZ, PETER SAVIN

Reason for PRS interest: 10-10-63 FBI advised S.S. that subj had made threat on life of Tito and planned to picket WH.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: slav

Date called to Secret Service attention: 10-10-63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Interviewed 10-14-63, admitted threat to SA but stated he made it during heated discussion and had no intention of carrying it out or picketing WH.

Owns .25 automatic

Location of subject last: unknown '75

Field Office reporting: Indianapolis

Last update: 12-17-70
Name of individual: CICHOWICZ, JOHN JACOB

Reason for PRS interest: 10-9-63 letter to JFK, 8-13-65 appeared at WH to discuss something important with Pres. Unable to control himself physically.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

mental hosp/ '59 to '65 intermittently, Schizo, chronic

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 10-14-63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
8-13-65 committed from WH, committed from WH again in 3/69 when he visited and became hostile. QI's initiated 3/20/69 and discont. 4/22/69.

Location of subject last: Hartford '69

Field Office reporting: New Haven

Last update: 4/28/69 Nixon
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: NIEMAN, BERTHA

Reason for PRS interest: 9/23/63 FBI advised S.S. that subj requested appt. with Pres. Subject had written several letters to Pres. wanting help with personal problems.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 9/23/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Interviewed 9/26/63 and SA stated subj was friendly toward Pres.

Location of subject as of last update: Bonner, Mont. '65
Field Office reporting: Spokane
Last update: 8/16/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual:  LEWIS, EMILY ANN

Reason forPRS interest:  10-12-63 letter from Schoen that he was
acquainted with subj and she claimed to be a daughter of Joe Kennedy.

Degree of threat:  1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

Nationalistic group:  none

Date called to Secret Service attention:  10-12-63

Referred by other agency?  NO  YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 11/19/63 and subj claimed to be illégitimate daughter.
Investigation showed her to be imposter, possibly for extortion.
'64 letter to Ed Kennedy.

Location of subject last:  unknown  '76

Field Office reporting:  NY

Last update:  1/16/69

Ed Kennedy
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WARRINGTON, JOHN WILLIAM

Reason for PRS interest: Oct. 15, 16, & 17 '63 subject wrote JFK telling him to stop taking order from MLK or he would be waiting in ambush in Florida.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

psychosis with numerous confinements

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 10-17-63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Arrested 10-18-63 by FBI for extortion, interviewed by SA 10-23-63.

SA reported no ill feeling toward Pres. Later letter threatened RFK. Interviewed 3/16/66 and subj stated he wanted to kill Bobby Kennedy. SA reported subj is mentally ill and irrational.

Claims limited training with firearms.

Location of subject last: Biloxi, Miss '67

Field Office reporting: Jackson

Last update: 4/23/68

JFK, RFK
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ROSEN, SYLVIA GERALDINE

Reason for FRS interest: 10-18-63 interviewed as Main Treasury visitor who requested to see JFK. Said JFK had made mockery of her and she should receive $1 million.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

periodic mental confinement

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 10-18-63

Referred by other agency? NO? YES Treasury

Action taken:

Interviewed the 18th.

Location of subject last: Baltimore '64

Field Office reporting: Baltimore

Last update: 8/16/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MOORE, GRACE FLORENCE

Reason for PRS interest: 10-20-63 called director of S.S. at home about info re govt. checks. 10-20-63 interviewed by agents. Evidenced no presidential complet. In '67 visited EOB and WH.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 10-20-63 / 10-30' file

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Interviewed - not dangerous. In '67 when she visited WH she was committed to St. Elizabeth's Hospital for mental observation.

Location of subject last: Washington, D.C. '67

Field Office reporting: Washington

Last update: 6/15/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HOVLAND, ORVILLE MERLE LANGE

Reason for PRS interest: 11/29/63 letter to Pres. stated JFK couldn't finish his term and neither would LBJ. Wrote many derogatory things about LBJ, '65.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: John Birch Society

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11-29-63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: Interviewed in '65 and no opinion given as to protective interest by SA. QI's were cont. until 3/20/69. S.S. kept tabs. In '76 when interviewed, he seemed to have complaint against USSS but nothing against protectees.

Location of subject last: LA '77

Field Office reporting: LA

Last update: 11/22/77

Reagan, Mondale
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HARRIS, AARON CLYDE

Reason for PRS interest: Sent letter to Pres. 10-19-63
Said if he did not receive some help, someone would be hurt.
Subj sent letters to VA officials and arrested by FBI.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

None

alcoholic, schizo-paranoid

Nationalistic group: None

Date called to Secret Service attention: 10-28-63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
After FBI arrested him, SA interviewed him 12/4/63. Favored JFK and knows nothing about LBJ. Wrote to Pres in '65 complaining about his imprisonment.

Location of subject last: Milligan, FL '67

Field Office reporting: Mobile

Last update: 1/26/70
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: KAPLAN, JACOB

Reason for PRS interest: Letter writer since 9-30-63.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 10-10-63 file

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Personal interview 10-28-65. Religious man. No action

Location of subject last: Long Beach, NY '71

Field Office reporting: NY

Last update: 8/21/67

NIXON
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SAVOY, NORMAN EUGENE


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
- none
- paranoid-schizo

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/4/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
- Committed from WH 11/4/63
- Confined to 2/64

Location of subject last: Washington, D.C. '65

Field Office reporting: Washington

Last update: 8/16/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WETMORE, RICHARD OLIVER (JR.)


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
- none
- schizo

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11-5-63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Committed from WH 11/5/63 and 10-28-65

Was interviewed in connection with Brezhnev's visit to US.

Last location: Silver Spring, Md. '73

Field Office: Washington

Last UPD: 6/20/73
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: CANIZARES-GARCIA RODRIGO XAVIER

Reason for PRS interest: Toured WH 11/5/63 and broke mirror with vase. Suffering from delusions.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: Cuban

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/5/63

Referred by other agency? —NO— YES

Action taken:
Committed to D.C. General after interview of 11/5/63. Released 10-20-64 in custody of brother; deported to México.

Last location: unknown '76

Field Office: San Antonio

Last UPD: 541-67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MAUPIN, ROBERT WARREN
Reason for PRS interest: '63 and '66 letter writer. '66 letter says he is taking over the presidency.

Degree of threat:  1   2   3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none-psychoneurotic
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/7/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:

Last location: VA hosp in Tacoma, WA '71
Field office: Spokane
Last UPD: 8/16/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DUNLAP, WILLIAM SAMUEL

Reason for PRS interest: Letter writer '63,'64,'65 to RFK, Hoover, and LBJ. Feels mistreated by whites and draft board.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/1/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed '65 early and 1/10/66. Appears psychotic - not documented.

Last location: Charlotte, NC '67
Field office: Charlotte
Last UPD: 8/16/67
Name of individual: MELCHIONNO, ROBERT THOMAS

Reason for PRS interest: 1/8/63 call to WH re him killing his wife's boyfriend. 12/66 call re wanting help to get children returned.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
paranoid reaction with anxiety delusions

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/8/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: 11/18/63 interviewed. SA reported no animosity toward Pres.

Last location: Boston '73

Field office: Boston

Last UPD: 10-2-73
Name of individual: MCBRIDE, SARAH JANE
Reason forPRS interest: 11-4-63 letter containing implied threat you may be first Pres. to be assassinated.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11-8-63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
12/5/63 interviewed. Subject did not think Pres. did a good job but did not wish him harm.

Last location: Hollis, NY '72

Field office: NY

Last UPD: 11/10/72 Nixon
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SMITH, JACK HERBERT
Reason for PRS interest: 11/2/63 subj tried to force way into Col. Eisenhower residence. Preoccupied with persons of high political stature. In '76 obsessed with idea of marrying Mamie Eisenhower and sent obscene letters.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none
paranoid with strong sexual delusions. Schizo. Dangerous
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/3/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES
Action taken: Interviewed 11/4/63. considered dangerous. 11/7/63 committed by US attorney for sanity hearing. 4/66 QI's initiated; discont.
1/5/76. No interest in protectees and was therefore requested to leave a function where the VP was to attend in '76.

Last location: Alexandria, Va. '76
Field office: WAshington
Last UPD: 1/28/76
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: VALLEE, THOMAS ARTHUR

Reason for PRS interest: 10-30-63 subj was reported by confidential source to have made critical remarks re JFK adm. Subj alleges to be member of JBS and previously hospitalized in VA hosp as schizo. Not considered dangerous. Owns rifle and member of gun club. Interviewed '63 and '66. In '68 interview, spoke irrationally.

Degree of threat: 1 2 (by computer) info

Organizations to which individual belongs:
John Birch Society

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 10-30-63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
According to print out: SA interviewed him 10-30-63. No mention of danger. Does show that he was arrested 11/2/63 for traffic and CCW. Apparently from reports, Vallee was not dangerous. In 11/26/68 interview, SA did not considered him to be of further protective interest. No interest in protectees was shown. QI's '63 to '68/ Attempt to locate him in re to Brezhnev's visit proved negative.

Last location: Houston '71
Field office: Houston
Last UPD: 3/5/76
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HAMER, HEINRICH RICHARD

Reason for PRS interest: 11/16/63 called WH wanting $10,000 loan. 11/17/63 observed in D.C. hotel making statement that he wanted Pres. to co-sign loan.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

schizo-paranoid

Nationalistic group: German

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/16/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Confined 11/16/63 to 12/18/63 - (how could this be if he was observed in hotel on 17th?)

Visited WH again in '69 to complain about his commitment in '63

Last location: Suitland, MD '69

Field office: Washington

Last UPD: 10-22-69
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MORGAN, MATTHEW C (JR)

Reason for PRS interest: 11-20-63 climbed fence into WH grounds

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

schizo

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/20/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Interviewed 11/20/63; friendly toward the Pres. Wanted to talk to JFK about reduction in pay checks.

Committed from WH 11/20/63

Last location: Rialto, CA '67

Field office: LA

Last UPD: 8/16/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: Parrott, James Milton

Reason for PRS interest: 11/21/63 info rec'd that subj stated in '61 "If I had a chance to kill him, I would" referring to JFK.

Since then appeared to various high officials about communism, etc.

Came to SS. HQ complaining about SS.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
John Birch Society Minuteman
Freedom in Action Society

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/21/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 1/28/64 and subj denied above statement. QI's initiated; discont. 5/6/70. Deemed not of protective interest. S.S. kept tabs of doings, however.

Last location: Jacinto City, Tx. '77

Field office: Houston

Last UPD: 6/24/77 HHH, Nixon, Reagan, Archer, Rockefeller
Name of individual: NANCE, ERNEST ROSCOE

Reason for PRS interest: 11-19-63 Austin P.D. reported that subject had called them and said he'd throw a bomb in LBJ's face.

Degree of threat: 1

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

alcoholic

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/21/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES Austin P.D.

Action taken:
Interviewed 11/25/63. Cooperative. Dislikes the Pres. Was drunk when call was made.

Last location: Austin '69

Field office: Austin

Last UPD: 10-8-68
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MORRE, JOHN LOURENCO (JR)

Reason for PRS interest: 11/22/63 subject phoned WH from PR to report an assassination plot by PR Nationals against lives of JFK and Eisenhower.

Degree of threat: 1 — 2 — 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: Puerto Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/22/63

Referred by other agency? — NO — YES

Action taken: Interviewed 11/23/63, friendly toward protectees and claimed he controlled a large spy ring against communists. Expressed no animosity and further investigation showed that info was unfounded. Subject deemed not of protective interest. S.S. cont. to keep tabs on Morre with his references to spy rings and him being an agent. In '74 SA opined that subject was mental but not of protective interest.

Last location: Fajardo, PR '74

Field office: San Juan

Last UPD: 1/23/74
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: OSWALD, LEE HARVEY
Reason for PRS interest: 11/22/63 killed JFK

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/22/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:

Last location:
Field office:
Last UPD:
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: KENNEDY, JOHN F.
Reason for PRS interest: ASSASSINATED

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs:

Nationalistic group:
Date called to Secret Service attention:
Referred by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:

Last location:
Field office:
Last UPD:
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: RUBY, JACK LEON
Reason for PRS interest: 11/24/63 subject killed JFK assassin

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Nationalistic group:

Date called to Secret Service attention:

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Last location:

Field office:

Last UPD:
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual:  OSWALD, MARGUERITE CLEAVERIE

Reason for PRS interest:  OSWALD, ROBERT LEE (JR)

PIC, JOHN EDWARD

DEMOHRENSCHILDT, GEORGE

DEMOHRENSCHILDT, JEANNE

PAINE, MICHAEL RALPH

PAINE, RUTH HYDE

LANE, MARK

Degree of threat:  1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Nationalistic group:

Date called to Secret Service attention:

Referred by other agency?  NO  YES

Action taken:

Last location:

Field office:

Last UPD:
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BERES, PATRICE E.

Reason for PRS interest: 11/25/63 apprehended on unauthorized building in area of ST. Mathews Church.

Degree of threat: 1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/25/63

Referred by other agency? NO  YES

Action taken:

Interviewed and stated was there to see funeral procession. Not felt of further protective interest.

Last location: Washington '63

Field office: Washington

Last UPD: 8/16/67
Name of individual: MCADAMS, DONALD GRANT

Reason for PRS interest: 11/25/63 apprehended on unauthorized building in area of St. Mathews Church.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/25/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed by SA and stated was there to see funeral procession. Not felt of protective interest.

Last location: Washington '63
Field office: Washington
Last UPD: 8/16/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DONNALLAM, EDNA B

Reason for PRS interest: 11/26/63 WH call stating she would attempt to see Pres. to clear herself of husband's murder. 2/67 same complaint.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/26/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Began letter writing again in '72.

Last location: Bakersfield, CA '73

Field office: LA

Last UPD: 10-25-72 Nixon, Shriver, Kennedy (Ed)
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: STEELE, LLOYD WAYNE

Reason for PRS interest: 11/24/63 telegram to Pres - hated him in life and hates him in death. VP should have joined his fate.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/27/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:


Last location: Ashland, TN '67

Field office: Nashville

Last UPD: 10-17-67
Name of individual: CONAWAY, RAYMOND KENDALL

Reason for PRS interest: 11/27/63 made statement that he had shotgun in possession to shoot LBJ.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/29/63 file

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
11/29/63 interview subject said above statement was joke. Ill placed. Not felt of protective interest.

Last location: Myrtle Beach, S.C. '65

Field office: Columbia

Last UPD: 8/16/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SMITH, JAMES LEWIS

Reason for PRS interest: 12/5/63 FBI report that subj made 2 anonymous calls, 9/15/64 and 11/11/63 to local TV station with reference that he had promised his mother that he would kill JFK.
Also mentioned 1st lady.
Also written WH and visited local USSS.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

schizo-paranoid

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/29/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Interviewed 9/18/64 and had no hostility toward President.
Periodically confined.

Last location: Columbia, S.C. '67 (state hosp)

Field office: Columbia

Last UPD: 9/27/67 Lady Bird Johnson
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SIMPSON, JOHN GEORGE

Reason for PRS interest: 11/63 prolific letter writer to Present

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

schizo-paranoid

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/30/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 10-20-66 by SA. Friendly toward Pres. Not felt dangerous by the SA. Justs sends letters on various subjects including love note to Tricia Nixon.

Last location: Berkeley, CA '76

Field office: San Francisco

Last UPD: 8/24/76 Nixon, Ford
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WEATHERINGTON, ROBERT ALFRED


Degree of threat: 1 __ 2 __ 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

psychotic but not dangerous '63-'64. '68 schizo-paranoid

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/27/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed and arrested for 18-871 on 11/30/63. Case dismissed '64. S.S. kept up interviews to keep tabs on subject. By '75 was making bomb threats against NY Times building.

Last location: Catonsville, MD '75

Field office: Washington

Last UPD: 2/13/75 Kennedy (Ed), Hogan, Nixon
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DEVORE, JAMES (JR)

Reason for PRS interest: 11/29/63 referral to USSSF field office from relative of subj that subj had made derogatory remarks re assassination and toward Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: None

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/29/63

Referred by other agency? NO  YES

Action taken:
11/30/63 subject was interviewed and alleged remarks could not be verified. Friendly. No indication of serious mental problems. No hostility toward Pres. or other dignitaries. SA did not feel subject was of interest at this time.

Last location: Perry Point, Md. '67 mental hosp.

Field office: Baltimore

Last UPD: 10-16-67.
Name of individual: SPORTIELLO, ANN
Reason for PRS interest: Case referred to Field on 12/2/63 advising subject had telephoned WH. Claimed she had information about assassination.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

hosp. periodically since '53. Paranoid-schizo

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/2/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed on 12/2/63. Investigation revealed subject was a mental case, had no assassination information.

Last location: Staten Island, NY '74
Field office: NY
Last UPD: 10-1-74 Nixon, Ford
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BASSETT, WILLIAM NELSON (SR)
Reason for PRS interest: 11/3/66 and 12/2/63 called WH.
Said he had information of plot to kill LBJ.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/2/63
Refered by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Investigation disclosed subject drinks to excess and then places
phone calls. Subj has been arrested for armed robbery.

Last location: Norfolk '67
Field office: Norfolk
Last UPD: 8/16/67
Name of individual: BREITNER, THOMAS C.

Reason for PRS interest: 11/29/63 wrote director of S.S. with advice about assassination investigation. '69 letter about CIA harassment and '73 letter to PRs. about fuel processing.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/29/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: 12/12/63 SA stated subject was sincere and admitted gaining info from news media.

Last location: Kensington, CA '77

Field office: San Francisco

Last UPD: 1/18/77
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WEBB, RICHARD DOYLE

Reason forPRS interest: 9/25/63 subject had sights put on 2 rifles and allegedly stated he wanted a silencer to use to kill JFK. Said he overheard anti-Castro group offer 25-50 thousand dollars to kill JFK

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: Some association with ANP and KKK in past

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/7/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: Interviewed several times & considered protective interest even though subject alleges no hostility toward President. Qi's discont. 12/22/69.

Hospitalized in '63. Acute psychotic reaction; destructive fantasies

Last location: Birmingham 73

Field office: Mobile

Last UPD: 4/19/73
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ODFGAARDEN, ARNOLD

Reason for PRS interest: 11/22/63 sent postcard addressed dear children of God and mentioning death of JFK. '64 letter to associate threatening PRES.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

paranoid schizo

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/4/63 file opened

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Not interviewed until 6/9/64 - obsession he was under religious forces. Considered dangerous by SA. No directional interest shown since, but following release from hospital in '65, began deteriorating and interview of 5/18/69 considered dangerous.

No interest exhibited in protectees. QI's discont. 1/30/70. 6/10/64 committed by local authorities due to threat against Pres.

Last location: Houston, MN '70

Field office: Minneapolis

Last UPD: 1/30/70
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MCCABE, WALTER S. (JR.)
Reason for PRS interest: Letter to director of S.S. 12/63 giving info about assassination.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none
Confined since '64, paranoid
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/5/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Interviewed 1/29/64. No animosity toward President. No validity to his information.
Many arrests since '53, shot father and charged with murder in '63.

Last location: Farnhurst, DE '67 State Hosp.
Field office: Phila.
Last UPD: 8/16/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BOOKMAN, RAMON MARTIN

Reason for PRS interest: FBI reported 12/2/63 that subject allegedly said LBJ would not come back from Florida.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/2/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/9/63, uncooperative. Said he thought Pres. was a good man. Prosecution on 871 declined 12/31/67

Last location: RICHMONDXVAX '64
Field office: Richmond
Last UPD: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: KING, RANDOLPH WILLIAM

Reason for PRS interest: Anonymous threatening letter in '63 to D.C. Chief of PD included remark about Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: Black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/5/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES Washington PD

Action taken:
Prosecution for threat declined 2/28/64.

Last location: Washington, D.C. '66

Field office: Washington

Last UPD: 8/17/67
Name of individual: WILLIAMS, PHILLIP A.

Reason for PRS interest: DC Police reported that 12/20/63, when subject was arrested he had Mrs. Kennedy's address on his person. Planned to visit her.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

appeared to be mentally retarded

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/20/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES D.C. police

Action taken:
Interviewed 4/10/64 and expressed fondness for Mrs. Kennedy.

Got address from newspaper. Check up maintained 4/64 to 12/64.

Last location: Washington, D.C. '64

Field office: Washington

Last UPD: 5/31/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WILSON, EDWARD NORMAN

Reason for PRS interest: 11/23/63 subject put up sign in front of his business in re to being pleased of JFK’s death.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

confined for mental treatment 2.11.53. Attempted murder arrest.

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/6/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES local PD

Action taken:

Police report - subject apparent mental case. OI's begun; discont. 3/2/68.

Last location: Orlando, FL '68

Field office: Jacksonville

Last UPD: 4/23/68

Goldwater
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: PIETTE, GERARD ERNEST


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
paranoid personality

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/4/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
No QI's noted; S.S. kept tabs because they knew of his '64 confinement.

Last location: North Attleboro, MA /67

Field office: Providence

Last UPD: 8/16/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BOWERS, EDWARD BERT

Reason for PRS interest: 11/27/63 subject stated to officers while in custody for burglary, "I think Oswald did the right thing and I would have done the same thing if I had the chance."

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/27/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES NJ P.D.

Action taken:

11/27/63 interview and subject said he made statement without intent and in moment of anger. Admits he is incorrigible and has no intention of following the law. SA reported subject appeared normal. Interviewed in '67 but still in jail.

Last location: Trenton '67

Field office: Newark

Last UPD: 4/23/68
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: FUNARI, LOUIS

Reason for PRS interest: 11/26/63 subj wrote incoherent letter to Pres. '64 threat to LBJ.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/4/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES


12/15/65 interviewed and he mentioned LBJ. 12/6/67 QI's discont. as subject showed no interest in Pres.; only God.

Last location: Waymart, Pa '67

Field office: Scranton

Last UPD: 4/23/68
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: FARKAS, EUGENE

Reason for PRS interest: 12/63 subject published poster containing incoherent letter re LBJ and JFK.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: Hungarian

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/16/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/9/63. Conversation incoherent and not in fluent English. Not considered dangerous.

Last location: unknown '65
Field office: Dallas
Last UPD: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: PADILLA, OMAR FRANCISCO
Reason for PRS interest: 12/7/63 info that he was following in LHO's footsteps.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: Cuban
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/17/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
12/7/63 interview; advised he remarked he was going to shoot LBJ. Subject had .22 rifle in possession. Said he was joking. QI's cont. 12/19/63 to 4/13/66.
12/10/63 AUSA declined.

Last location: unknown '69
Field office: New Haven
Last UPD: 2/2/71
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MARTIN, RANDY

Reason for PRS interest: 12/9/63 suspicious person made inquiry about President's presence at D.C. hospital.

Degree of threat: 1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/9/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES D.C. hospital

Action taken:
12/15/63 interview; subject stated wanted to shake Pres. hand and ask for employment. No animosity towards Pres. Subject has since appeared at several presidential movements in D.C. Phoned and wrote WH in '66.

Last location: unknown '66

Field office: Washington, D.C.

Last UPD: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: STEINMETZ, CHARLES HIRUM
Reason for PRS interest: 11/28/63 Subj called FBI and made abusive remarks about former Pres. while drunk. '65 call to AUSA made threat about LBJ.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/28/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI
'70 called WH collect and when charges refused, made threatening statement. Interviewed re call and said he'd never call WH again.

Last location: Latonia, KY '78
Field office: Louisville
Last UPD: 2/15/78 Nixon
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: FLORES, RAFAEL

Reason for PRS interest: While undergoing psychiatric examination in 1963, subject threatened to kill LBJ.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: Latin

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/9/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES by doctor

Action taken:
Subject was kept under surveillance. While under surveillance during HHH visit to Chicago in '65, subject assaulted officers observing him.

Last location: Kent, WA '68
Field office: Seattle
Last UPD: 4/22/68
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SPAIN, JAMES EARL

Reason for PRS interest: 12/11/63 subject appeared at residence
of Mrs. Kennedy obsessed with idea he was close friend. Deemed not
dangerous. '67 letters to S.S. '71 call to WH. '75 letter to
Ford and recently letters to Jody Powell.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

suicidal, schizo-paranoid, not dangerous

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/12/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES Maryland P.D.

Action taken:

Committed 12/11/63 from #7 precinct M.P.D.

S.S. has kept tabs

Last location: Harrisburg Pa '78

Field office: /gettysburg

Last UPD: 2/27/78 Nixon, Ford, Carter
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: GARNER, CALVIN ELTON

Reason for PRS interest: 11/27/63 letter to RFK re threat to him. "I would kill every damn Kennedy if I had half a chance.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/11/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
12/15/63 SA interviewed subj who denied making any threatening statement even though he did not like the President's policies.

No thought of harming Pres. or family. Appeared sane

Very experienced with firearms.

No follow up noted.

Last location: Rayville, La '63
Field office: New Orleans
Last UPD: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: COUSATTE, BUDDY FORREST

Reason for PRS interest: 12/4/63 info from FBI re their investigation on alleged threats to the Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/4/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken: 12/19/63 SA interviewed; denied making any statement. Emotionally aggressive by nature. Under certain circumstances he could be dangerous.

US attorney defined action 12/63.

Last location: Livermore, CA '65

Field office: San Francisco

Last UPD: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HARTSELLE, DOUGLAS ELLIOT


Degree of threat: 1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/25/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES Soviet Embassy

Action taken:
Investigating SA reported subject has drinking problem and should not be considered dangerous or of protective interest.
Not interviewed. As of '70 subject still calls the WH.

Last location: Falls Church, Va '74

Field office: Washington , D.C.

Last UPD: 4/6/63 Nixon, Ford
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: RICH, VIORRA HELLEN

Reason for PRS interest: Interviewed 12/6/63 as visitor to Detroit field office. Incoherent re husband's involvement in communist plot. '64 left revolver in Congressman's office. Writes to Pres. about her obsession.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/6/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

No action taken in '63. On 8/3/64 she was committed from the Washington field office. S.S. keeps tabs

Last location: Traverse City, MI 9 '72

Field office: Detroit

Last UPD: 8/7/72

Charles Diggs
Name of individual: BROWN, JOSEPH ROLLINS

Reason for PRS interest: 12/14/63 phoned USSS & gave information about individual being derogatory to JFK and threatening LBJ.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
alcoholic

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/14/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
12/18/63 interviewed, did not remember making call. Background showed reports of other unfounded incidents. Not felt of protective interest. '72 called WH - friendly

Last location: Washington, D.C. '72
Field office: Washington
Last UPD: 12/22/72
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SMITH, LAURA

Reason for PRS interest: 12/5/63 letter to Pres. claiming to having seen LHO with Ruby in Atlanta.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

SA considered her mentally ill - no documentation

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/17/63 file opened

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: 12/20/63 interviewed, obsessed that she can determine murders.

Not felt to be of protective interest. Friendly to LBJ in '65 and '67. Letters to WH in the '70s.

Last location: Atlanta '74

Field office: Atlanta

Last UPD: 10-23-74

Nixon
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WHITE, HARRY WILLIAM

Reason for PRS interest: 11/25/63 FBI advised that subject on 11/19/63 requested his church pastor to forward message to JFK message warning of danger.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/25/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:

No interview. Subject had irrational theories of science and religion. Intermittent psychiatric care since youth. Last commitment 11/27/63.

Last location: Denver, Co. '64

Field office: Denver

Last UPD: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BURNS, JAMES FRANCIS

Reason for PRS interest: 12/17/63 subject at VA office re not getting his undesirable discharge changed and stated he was going to pull another Oswald.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/18/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES Vet. adm.

Action taken:
12/27/63 interview and claimed that he was drunk at the time
Arrested for violation 871 on that date. Later dismissed after
commitment. '66 repeat of incident... Check ups from 12/27/63
through 3/18/68. No interest shown in Pres. Not of further
protective interest.

Last location: New Britain, CT '68
Field office: New Haven
Last UPD: 5/10/68
Name of individual: MCLARRY, RUSSELL WENCE

Reason for PRS interest: 11/21/63 prior to visit of JFK to Dallas, subj said, "I will be waiting with my high powered rifle to get the President."

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/22/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/17/63; said he probably did make such a statement; that if he did it was a joke. He was not sorry he said it and was glad JFK was dead. Antagonistic. Arrested 12/19/63 under 871. Brought before a Grand Jury. Last interviewed 9/67; expressed no dislike for the President. Appeared rational.

Last location: Arlington, TX '67

Field office: Dallas

Last UPD: 9/15/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: FROSTAD, LLOYD ARNOLD

Reason for PRS interest: Threat letter President 12/18/63.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

undifferentiated schizophrenic

Nationalistic group: none (born Canada)

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/18/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed by RCMP, said letter was bunch of words, would not
harm Pres. Committed provincial mental hospital in Canada
1/64 by RCMP charged with threat letter. 4/15/64 released to
parents. Re-committed in Oct. and later released.

Last location: Assiniboia Saskwn, Canada '65

Field office: spokane

Last UPD: 5/16/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: OSWALD, JAMES MICHAEL

Reason for PRS interest: FBI referral, subj threatened wife and family, then was going to D.C. to straighten things out. Committed for examination.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

schizo-paranoid

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/17/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:

Interviewed 11/27/63. Unable to explain his statement. Apparently mentally ill. First sign of mental illness '59 while in USAF. Fact that last name was assassin's drove him over the brink. Confined almost continuously since 11/63. QI's conducted 11/27/63 to 12/31/68.

Last location: Cincinnati (State hosp) '76

Field office: Columbus

Last UPD: 1/7/69
Name of individual: HOULIHAN, STEWART GEORGE
Reason for PRS interest: 12/15/63 anonymous threatening call.

Degree of threat: 1
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/16/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Subject identified and interviewed 12/18/63. Drunk at time.
Can't recall making call. No animosity toward Pres.

Last location: Hartford, CT '63
Field office: New Haven
Last UPD: 8/17/67
Name of individual: Male, Clyde Everett

Reason for PRS interest: 12/63 subject was brought to attention of S.S. as he was employed at Washington Cathedral where LBJ occasionally visited.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/19/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Investigated: Found that in WWII subj had killed officer and sentenced to death but later paroled in '57. He wrote crank notes consistently. All sources advised subj was not dangerous. Deemed not of protective interest. Case was kept open due to his visits at WH in '70's.

Last location: Washington, D.C. '75

Field office: Washington

Last UPD: 1/22/76  Ford, Nixon
Individuals Listed by Protective Research

Name of individual: MOSES, PETER J
Reason for PRS interest: 12/63 subj threatened to kill family; got idea from LHO.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
hospitalized in '62 and '63. Alcoholic
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/19/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Investigation disclosed he has threatened family often, wife unconcerned. Local police aware of situation. Not of protective interest. Visited WH in '73.

Last location: Washington, D.C. '73
Field office: Washington
Last UPD: 5/3/73
Nixon
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: GRENERT, FRED ARON


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

appeared mentally ill - no documentation

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/19/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Identified and interviewed 1/14/64. Claimed friendly attitude
and no intent to harm Pres. Prosecution declined 5/14/64 on 871.
'73 incoherent letter to Ford.

Last location: Winter Haven, Fl. '74

Field office: Tampa

Last UPD: 11/8/73 Nixon, Ford
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HEGGINS, ELSIE F.

Reason for PRS interest: 11/22/63 letter to Dallas postmaster claiming to govt. within postal union.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

appears mentally unbalanced - no documentation

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/19/63 file opened

Refered by other agency? NO YES Postal authority

Action taken:
Interviewed 1/30/64 and 2/3/64 - gave information about disloyal fellow employees. Not considered reliable informant.

Last location: Dallas '64

Field office: Dallas

Last UPD: 8/17/67
Name of individual: **NAGELL, RICHARD CASE**

Reason for PRS interest: **11/21/63 subject wrote the FBI and requested to speak to the S.S. about an urgent matter. Subject was confined in jail after attempting to rob a bank and firing shots.**

Degree of threat: 1 2 3 (in jail)

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

paranoid

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: **12/19/63**

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:

1/3/64 SA interviewed subject who claims he knew LHO and wife socially and did not want to be associated with Oswald's crime.

6/9/64 subj sentenced 10 years for robbery. 11/8/67 SA determined subject no longer of protective interest. Check of file shows no substantiation for his remark that he knew Oswalds. Marina was shown his photo and claimed to have never seen him. In late 60's went to Europe and caused scenes. Has Oswald fixation but not of protective interest.

Last location: Manhattan Beach, CA '74

Field office: NY

Last UPD: 7/2/74
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: EISEN, RUTH

Reason for PRS interest: 11/27/63 Bureau of Customs reported that subject wanted to be contacted by USSS. Subj sent letter 10/21/64. Visited Phila S.S. field office '64.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

Mental problem since '57 but no diagnosis.

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/27/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES Bureau of Customs, Phila

Action taken:

Interviewed 11/29/63. Friendly to Pres. Claimed she can see future and knew that something bad would happen to JFK. In '64 she stated that she had feeling LBJ would be killed.

Last location: Phila '64

Field office: Phila

Last UPD: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DIETZ, CHARLES

Reason for PRS interest: 2/17/63 NYPD reported subject made oral threats against public officials and Pres. 12/20/64 visited WH/

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

paranoid

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/20/63 file opened

Refered by other agency? NO YES NYPD

Action taken:

3/12/64 interviewed and denied making threat, claimed no animosity toward Pres. Not dangerous. S.S. kept close tabs due to the many visits to WH subj has made since '68, remoney owed, forged checks, stolen salary checks, etc. 7/8/69 Committed from WH; 11/30/69 committed from VP residence. '70 found mentally ill by jury trial.

Last location: NY '76

Field office: NY

Last UPD: 2/18/77

Nixon, Agnew, Ford, Rockefeller, Church, Levi, and Mondale
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: NORTON, BENJAMIN CHARLES
Reason for PRS interest: 12/15/63 letter to Pres. stating, "your doomed."

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/23/63 file opened

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 1/23/64; friendly. Said letter was joke. Not dangerous. Attending 5th grade.

Last location: Longview, WA '64
Field office: Seattle
Last UPD: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: VAUGHN, HOMER DALLES

Reason for PRS interest: FBI reported 12/15/63 that subject allegedly said he believed that JFK and LBJ would be killed if they came to Dallas in Nov. '63. Remark made prior to assassination.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/18/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:

Interviewed by FBI 12/12/63 and denied making the remark. No investigation made by Secret Service.

Last location: Odonnell, Tx '63

Field office: Dallas

Last UPD: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: FENNELL, ROBERT BEATY

Reason for PRS interest: 12/63 letter threat to kill LBJ; participant in demonstration critical of govt. policy.

'68 interviewed after complaining that rights were violated.

Mail ordered guns. Made threats against Pres and future Pres.

This behavior has cont. up to present. In '77 he said he would not write any more threats because of constant harassment by S.S.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

communist party sympathizer

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/20/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

QI's initiated in '68(?) and discont. 12/71. In March '69 AUSA declined 871 but in October he was found guilty of violating 871.

Arrested again in '71 for same but charges dismissed three months later, due to lack of intent and fact that subject had not past history of violence.

S.S. keeps constant tabs

Last location: Colorado Springs '77

Field office: Denver

Last UPD: 4/11/77
Name of individual: PAVIA, LOUIS ANTHONY

Reason for PRS interest: FBI reported on 12/13/63 that subject was believed to have prior knowledge of assassination due to statements made to cab driver re getting LBJ and RFK next.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/20/63

Referred by other agency? No Yes FBI

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/13/63, denied making statements but said he had been talking about the assassination.

Last location: Warren, TX '64
Field office: Houston
Last UPD: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: FIELDS, ELOUISE

Reason for PRS interest: FBI reported on 12/10/63 of subject's implied threat against Pres. life.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/12/63 file opened

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/12/63. Friendly attitude toward Pres. Acknowledged making statements but did not mean them as threats. Prosecution declined on 871 12/16/63.

Last location: Jeffersontown, KY '63
Field office: Louisville
Last UPD: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BAUCUM, GEORGE DEWEY

Reason for PRS interest: 12/14/63 wrote Dept. of Commerce re communists behind JFK assassination.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
one

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/20/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES Dept. of Commerce

Action taken:
Interviewed 6/11/64. SA felt subj was not dangerous.

'68 sent patriotic records to Navy Intel. so reinterviewed.

Last location: Augusta '73
Field office: Atlanta
Last UPD: 4/1/68 Nixon
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BURKE, CLARA M.

Reason for PRS interest: 12/17/63 letter to NSA advising of possible kidnapping of Kennedy children.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/20/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES NSA

Action taken:
No interview. Subject is obsessed with idea her mind is bugged.

Re the kidnapping: husband felt subject loves Kennedy's so much that she fears something might happen. Last letter to NSA, '64

Last location: East Gadsen, AL '67

Field office: Birmingham

Last UPD: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: REYNOLDS, BARNEY HENRY

Reason for PRS interest: 12/21/62 phoned WH and said Pres. would be assassinated if he went to Texas. Subject was arrested while making call by local police.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

schizo, chronic

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/26/63 file opened

Referred by other agency? NO YES Local PD

Action taken:
12/26/63 interviewed; advised that he'd rec'd call while walking down street and offered job to kill Pres. Said he didn't want to do it and so he called to advise them.

Committed at request USSS 12/21/63.

Subject had been charged with assault & intent to kill in March '63. He'd been committed and escaped.

Last location: Pineville, La (state hosp) '68

Field office: Little Rock

Last UPD: 8/17/67
Name of individual: BEARD, WILLIAM HOWARD

Reason for PRS interest: 12/20/63 FBI advised that unknown caller was talking about getting RFK and LBJ.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none alcholic

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/21/63

Refereed by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:

Interviewed 12/21/63 and denied making any statements. Advised he was talking with possible unknown caller while both were drunk and unknown caller claimed to have killed Pres. Caller never identified.

Location of subject last: New Orleans, La. '63

Field Office reporting: New Orleans

Last update: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WOODARD, ELVIN EARL

Reason for PRS interest: 12/21/63 Eugene Dougherty advised FBI that subject said LBJ should be dead and given the chance, he'd do it.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/21/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:

Interviewed 12/31/63 denied making statement. Subject stated that politics were mentioned but not threats. SA felt sane and embarrassed about whole affair.

Location of subject last: San Francisco '65

Field Office reporting: San Francisco

Last update: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALSListed by Protective Research

Name of individual: POTTER, HAROLD H.
Reason for PRS interest: FBI advised 12/22/63 that they had information that subject had said JFK got what was coming and LBJ should get same.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none.
alcoholic
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/22/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI
Action taken:
Interviewed 12/23/63, denied making statement. Subject said he had alot of troubles and drank. Considered harmless. Informant was subject's estranged wife. Not considered reliable.

Location of subject: last: Pascoag, RI '64
Field Office reporting: Providence
Last update: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: TAPPER, BRUCE REED

Reason for PRS interest: 12/20/63 info rec'd that subject stated LBJ should get what JFK did and that Oswald was his hero.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Schizo-paranoid

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/20/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 3/1/65 (?) and admitted making statements, but said if he were where he could prevent harm to anyone he would do it. He disliked JFK and LBJ but would not harm them.

Location of subject last: Washington, D.C. '65

Field Office reporting: Washington

Last update: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: GCHARIS, GEORGE MASON TUDERHORN

Reason for PRS interest: 12/27/63 letter to Pres. complaint about VA disability.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/22/63 (?) prior to letter

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Interviewed 1/15/64; friendly toward LBJ. Has since sent several letters to Pres. friendly in nature.

Location of subject last: Dallas '75

Field Office reporting: Dallas

Last update: 5/16/75

Nixon, Rockefeller
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MCCLURE, LEO EDWARD

Reason for PRS interest: FBI reported 1/18/64 that subject had talked about picking off leaders. Earlier 11/7/63, FBI had interviewed subject who said statement was picking up leaders. Dates must be wrong on first report ('63 not '64)

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/2/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:

Case was not referred by USSS for investigation.

Location of subject Last: Louisville, KY /64

Field Office reporting: Louisville

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MINTER, FLOYD
Reason for PRS interest: 12/63 subject claimed to have been in Washington and attempted to see RFK about organized crime. Claimed he'd visit Pres. if necessary.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

schizo-paranoid - grossly delusional, psychotic, abusive & hostile

Nationalistic group: black
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/23/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/63. Apparently mentally ill. Friendly toward LBJ.
Check ups from 12/63 to 6/68.
Arrested in '66 for shooting wife to death but not brought to trial due to incompetency.

Location of subject Last: Beacon, NY (state hosp) '68
Field Office reporting: NY
Last update: 6/7/68
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DAVIS, BRUCE DEAN

Reason for PRS interest: Subj sent 11/28/63 postcard to friend re preserving page of magazine with Klein's ad.

Degree of threat:  1    2    3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/18/63

Refered by other agency? NO (?)  YES

Action taken:

Interviewed 1/8/64 and stated card was joke sent to friend. He said both were against JFK politically. Friend substantiated story.

Location of subject last: Decatur, IL '64

Field Office reporting: Springfield

Last update:  8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: YOCKSTICK, FRED F.

Reason for PRS interest: Subject has written to Pres since '63. Said he was sending burro and horse.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Doctor advised subj is definitely mentally unbalanced.

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/23/63 file

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 1/21/64, friendly toward LBJ and apparently will be a letter writer for long time.

Knownedged in use of explosives.

Location of subject last: Ft. Worth '68

Field Office reporting: Dallas

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: FRANKLE, ELEANOR
Reason for PRS interest: Has written numerous letters to Pres. since 12/63. Constant visitor to Am. Embassy in Mexico.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Agent feels subject is mental case. No documentation.

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/26/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 4/13/66. Agent does not feel she constitutes threat.

Location of subject last: Mexico City, MX '66

Field Office reporting: San Antonio

Last update: 9/20/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WILHELM, WILLIAM
Reason forPRS interest: Info rec'd in Houston S.S. Office
11/24/63 that subject had said back in Sept. '63 that he was part of a group whose mission was to assassinate Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/24/63 12/14/63 file
Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Investigation disclosed that information rec'd by Houston office was not true and there appeared to be a personal feud between informant Henry Burrell and subject.

Location of subject last: Houston '63
Field Office reporting: Houston
Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WHATLEY, JULIAN C.
Reason for PRS interest: 9/63 subj is reported to have been associated with Wilhelm and Burrell and to have made the statement that he "wanted to get Jack Ruby."

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/14/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
His statement could not be confirmed. No further investigation. See also report #252.

Location of subject last: Unknown '63
Field Office reporting: Houston
Last update: 10-12-67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BURRELL, HENRY BASCOM

Reason for PRS interest: 9/63 Burrell reported to have said that Wilhelm (#252) had tried to enlist him in an organization whose purpose was to assassinate Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/14/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Allegation entirely unfounded.

Location of subject last: Houston /63

Field Office reporting: Houston

Last update: 10/12-67
Name of individual: KIRSCHT, ROLLIN W.

Reason for PRS interest: FBI reported 12/17/63 that subject has been heard to say it was good that JFK was assassinated.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/16/63 (day before FBI report?)

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:

Investigation developed that subject is a local eccentric and not of protective interest.

Location of subject last: Adams, WI '63

Field Office reporting: Milwaukee

Last update: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: NICHOLAS, NINA GLADYS

Reason for PRS interest: Called WH 12/23/63 claiming she had vital info that she could not disclose over phone.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none
delusional, paranoid schizophrenic

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/23/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/23/63, said she rec'd brain waves from people and that several dead people were plotting to take over the country.

12/31/63 re-committed by USSS

Location of subject last: Denver '66 (nursing home)

Field Office reporting: Denver

Last update: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: FERRARA, LOUIS E.

Reason for PRS interest: '63 and '64 numerous letters to Phila radio stations and papers with inflammatory remarks about Pres. One letter re LBJ w/said his brains would be blown out.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Observation in '64 and judged competent

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/23/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 2/5/64 and denied authorship but typewriter specimens proved positive. 9/67 subject doing well and no longer considered of protective interest.

Arrested on Sec. 871 3/18/64, pleaded guilty.

Location of subject last: Audubon, NJ '67

Field Office reporting: Phila

Last update: 10-5-67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DOWN, MARGY F.
Reason for PRS interest: Attempted to gain entrance to WH with group of reporters 12/23/63.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/23/63
Refered by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Interviewed 12/23/63; stated she knew she did wrong.

Location of subject last: Washington '63
Field Office reporting: Washington
Last update: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WALLAHAN, HARRIET


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Periodic confinements since '62:

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/31/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
none noted

Location of subject last: Chicago '65

Field Office reporting: Chicago

Last update: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: TOMICEK, WILLIAM J.
Reason forPRS interest: 12/9/63 subject was reported to have remarked, "I have 2 rifles and a pistol in car and I need a place to shoot LBJ from."

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/12/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Interviewed 12/19/63, stated he made remark in jest and had been active supporter of the Pres. since he was young senator.
Prosecution declined 1/3/64 on 871.

Location of subject last: Temple, Tx '64
Field Office reporting: San Antonio
Last update: 8/17/67.
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: KAPLAN, TERRY

Reason for PRS interest: Letter to Santa 12/12/63 stating, "please sent me a gun so I can kill the Pres."

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/12/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/13/63, letter written as joke and sent contrary to her wishes. She is 12 years old. Prosecution declined.

Location of subject last: NY, NY '63

Field Office reporting: NY

Last update: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DOMER, KEMUEL


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/20/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES Soc. Sec.

Action taken:
Subject never located. Investigation determined that subject had been temporarily distraught over financial and family problems and not considered of protective interest.

Location of subject last: unknown '64

Field Office reporting: Jacksonville

Last update: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: CARLTON, ROSS E

Reason for PRS interest: FBI reported 12/4/63 that subject might be suspect in assassination of JFK. Made derogatory statements against LBJ.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Citizens Councils of America

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/4/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Interviewed 10-1-65 (?); not considered of protective interest.

Location of subject last: Dallas /65

Field Office reporting: Dallas

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: NATHAN, CAROL

Reason for PRS interest: FBI 12/11/63, advised that subject rec'd message on Ouija board that LBJ would be assassinated on Christmas day '63. The assassin would be Charles Kewal.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/11/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/12/63, no other information obtained.

Location of subject last: Toledo, OH /63

Field Office reporting: Toledo

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ROGERS, EDWARD (JR)

Reason for PRS interest: Letter 12/4/63 alleged that subj was glad JFK was murdered.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/20/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:

Interviewed 1/7/64. No animosity toward Pres. Thinks J Kennedy was too young.

Location of subject last: Steubenville, OH '64

Field Office reporting: Columbus

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ALVARADO, PAUL DELAESPARZA

Reason for PRS interest: Letter to Pres. 12/26/63 offering services to construct bullet proof car.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: Mexican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/23/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: Interviewed 1/16/64, holds Pres. in high regard. Felt it his duty to offer suggestions.

Location of subject last: San Jose, CA '64

Field Office reporting: San Francisco

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: NELSON, ELLEN

Reason for PRS interest: Phoned Washing field office 11/24/63 requesting Dec. of Ind. be read at JFK's grave.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/24/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 3/24/64 and determined not to be of protective interest by SA.

Location of subject last: Warren, OH '64

Field Office reporting: Cleveland

Last update: 3/5/68
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: PRADEL, JOHN

Reason for PRS interest: Info from FBI 12/17/63 that on 12/15/63 subj asked Garcia family if they were related to Oswald

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/17/63 12/23/63 file

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Interviewed 1/10/64. No animosity toward Pres. Had been drinking and talking about assassination. Made comment that Garcias talked as if they were kin of Oswalds.

Location of subject last: San Antonio '64

Field Office reporting: San Antonio

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: UBERUAGA, JOSEPH H.

Reason for PRS interest: FBI on 12/11/63 reported that subject had attempted to call Pres. 12/11/63.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/10/63 (?) day before FBI referral

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI


Location of subject last: Phoenix '63 state hosp.

Field Office reporting: Phoenix

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ROGERS, VIRGINIA
Reason for PRS interest: Letter writer since '63. Last contact 8/25/65.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs:
one
periodic confinement since '54. Schizo-paranoid
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/31/63
Refered by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Interviewed 9/14/65. No animosity toward Pres. Just wanted help.

Location of subject last: Catonsville, MD '65 state hosp
Field Office reporting: Baltimore
Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HUSKINS, GEORGE WASHINGTON

Reason for PRS interest: Letter to Pres. 12/15/63; call to WH 1/15/64.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

- none
- paranoid psychosis

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/26/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 1/15/64; respects the Pres. '69 subj climbed water tower and fired off shots harmlessly. Was committed after this incident. He cont. to writes letters and S.S. keeps tabs. Not of protective interest.

Location of subject last: White, GA '76

Field Office reporting: Atlanta

Last update: 8/3/76 Nixon, Ford
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: GARDNER, MARVIN DALE


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/29/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed several times, last interview 6/10/65. Denied any intent to threaten or harm protectees. Each letter contains a different topic. Writes to many officials.

Location of subject: Last: LA '65

Field Office reporting: IA

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: VEILLEUX, THOMAS L.

Reason for PRS interest: 12/63/ juvenile arrested for intoxication. Stated he was another Oswald and was going to shoot LBJ.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/9/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES PD

Action taken:
12/63 interviewed, said he could not member events surrounding his arrest. Claimed to be friendly to Pres. Prosecution declined.

Location of subject last: East Norwalk, CT '63

Field Office reporting: New Haven

Last update: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: KOPPER, JOHN S. (MRS)
Reason for PRS interest: 11/63 letter stated she believed LHO innocent and listed others she thought guilty - including LBJ.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/25/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES
Action taken: Interviewed 1/64. Did not admire LBJ but bore him no animosity.

Location of subject last: Guilford, CT '64
Field Office reporting: New Haven
Last update: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: RODLER, ANNA SCHNEPF

Reason for PRS interest: 12/63 letter to Director in German re JFK assassination.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

Nationalistic group: German

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/27/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Determined to be harmless mental case by German authorities.
Believes she's clairvoyant.

Location of subject last: Muggenstrum, Ger. '64

Field Office reporting: Paris

Last update: 9/11/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SIEBER, WOODFORD SPRINGER

Reason for PRS interest: 12/63 VISITED LBJ ranch to talk to Pres re dishonorable discharge. Friendly to LBJ.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/23/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
background check, expert with firearms. '69 letter to Nixon.

Location of subject last: Anchorage '69

Field Office reporting: Seattle

Last update: 2/28/75
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HEINE, ALBERT VICTOR

Reason for PRS interest: '62 - '63 subject, a confined mental patient, wrote anonymous letters to acquaintance containing pictures of assassinated Presidents and nothing else with notations.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

committed since '53; chronic brain syndrome

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/23/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Location of subject last: Clarks Summit, Pa '67 state hosp

Field Office reporting: Scranton

Last update: 11/8/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: PARKER, WILLIAM BONICELLI
Reason for PRS interest: 10-63 info that subj planned to visit WH.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
paranoid schizo - confinements since '47.
Nationalistic group: black
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/23/63 file opened
Referred by other agency? NO YES

10-11-63 (two months before file opened) interviewed; subj complained of discrimination. Friendly toward JFK. QI's initiated 12/31/63 and discont 3/10/67. In '68 talked about blowing up hosp. In '70 talked about assassinating Pres., VP, etc. at which point QI's were re-initiated, 11/6/70 and discont. 2/24/71.

Location of subject last: Milwaukee, WI '71
Field Office reporting: Milwaukee
Last update: 3/4/71

Nixon, Agnew
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HERNANDEZ, FELIX
Reason for PRS interest: 12/63 anonymous letter alleging strong hatred of JFK by subject.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: Cuban
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/27/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Interviewed 1/64. Denied animosity towards JFK or L.B.J.

Location of subject last: Bronx, NY
Field Office reporting: NY
Last update: 6/9/69
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BOSCH, EDWIN S.
Reason for PRS interest: 11-22-63 while incarcerated for AWOL he stated that JFK got what he deserved.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12-31-63

Referred by other agency? NO YES US Army

Action taken:
Interviewed 1-64. Denied statement and claimed to be friendly toward JFK and LBJ.

Location of subject last: Ft. Bragg, NC '64

Field Office reporting: Charlotte

Last update: 8/13/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DESMARais, GERARD ROLAND

Reason for PRS interest: 10-63 informant claimed subj stated he knew JFK was to be assassinated.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
schizo

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/24/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/63, denied prior knowledge of assassination but stated he predicted it on analysis of political situation as he saw it.

Location of subject last: HARTford '64

Field Office reporting: New Haven

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: REED, JOHN H.
Reason for PRS interest: 10-63 letter to army officer containing abusive remarks about JFK.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/27/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Interviewed 1/64; stated he did not mean to cast aspersions on Pres. Friendly toward LBJ.

Location of subject last: Chicago '64
Field Office reporting: Chicago
Last update: 8/19/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: JOHNSTON, ROBERT A

Reason for PRS interest: 11/63 called Washington field office complaining she was being transferred against her will to another govt. agency. 10-65 called again about employment. Did not mention Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: unknown

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/24/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: none noted

Location of subject last: Washington, D.C. '66

Field Office reporting: Washington

Last update: 8/23/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BUSHMAN, HAROLD E.
Reason for PRS interest: 11/63 called Washington field office to complain about being transferred to another govt. agency. '65 and '66 calls with similar complaints.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/27/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Did not mention protectees and no action noted.

Location of subject last: Orrtanna, Pa '63
Field Office reporting: Scranton
Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WELCH, DARYL EUGENE

Reason for PRS interest: 12/63 wrote Gov. of Colorado complaining of violation of property rights and indicating visit to WH possible.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/20/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 2/7/64 and denied any animosity toward Pres. Appeared sane.

Location of subject last: Colorado Springs '64

Field Office reporting: Denver

Last update: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DUTCHER, JOHN THEODORE
Reason for PRS interest: Subj gained unauthorized entrance to Joseph Kennedy estate.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/21/63
Refered by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Interviewed 12/21/63. Alleged he had been sent by his supervisor Daniel Quinn to check on TV trouble. Quinn denied sending him.
Quinn's reputation questionable.

Location of subject last: Lantana, Fl. '63
Field Office reporting: Miami
Last update: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: QUINN, DANIEL

Reason for PRS interest: One of his employees, Dutcher, gained unauthorized entrance to Joseph Kennedy estate to check TV trouble. Dutcher claimed he acted on Quinn's instruction.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

described as mental case, no documentation. addict and alcoholic

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/21/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/21/63. Subj denied sending employee to estate. Local police described subject as alcoholic, mental case, antagonistic to authority, radical and addict.

Location of subject last: unknown '64

Field Office reporting: Miami

Last update: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DODGE, DONALD L.

Reason for PRS interest: 11/63 call to USSS Washington field office re dishonorable discharge. 12/63 call to LA field office stating change on papers might prove executive branch is crooked.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
paranoid

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/24/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 1/64 and several occasions since. Arrested by local PD 7/66 because of interest shown by USSS. Admitted to state hospital. QI's cont. until 11/15/68.

Location of subject last: Glendale, Ca '66

Field Office reporting: Reno

Last update: 4/9/76
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HERMANN, RICHARD JACK

Reason forPRS interest: 11/27/63 informant advised subject stated he was glad JFK was killed.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/24/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 11/63 and apologized for statement. Witnesses stated that he has warped sense of humor.

Location of subject last: Houston '65

Field Office reporting: Houston

Last update: 8/23/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: GRICE, JOSEPH W.
Reason for PRS interest: Alleged to have verbally threatened Pres. 11/23/63.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: black
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/3/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Investigation disclosed he had not threatened. Interviewed 1/13/64 and subject was friendly toward Pres.

Location of subject last: Grand Rapid, MI '64
Field Office reporting: Grand Rapid
Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WASHBURN, HARRY LEONARD

Reason for PRS interest: Subj convicted in '59 for killing his mother-in-law. 12/12/63 told FBI agent that he'd overheard two convicts state that bar owner in Dallas had contacted one of them with proposition to find person to "wipe out" high govt. official and that fee of $25,000 would be paid by Tx State Senator Dorsey Hardeman.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Committed '62 as possible psychopathic personality

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/18/63

Refered by other agency? no yes FBI

Action taken:
8/5/64 SA interviewed subject who restated above and then exhibited persecution complex believing room bugged. 10-28-67 SA reinter-viewed subject who showed no interest in protectees and was determined no longer of protective interest.

Location of subject last: Otey, Tx prison '67

Field Office reporting: Houston

Last update: 12/1/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: JOHNSON, FREDERICK AUGUSTUS

Reason for PRS interest: Subj admitted that on 11/21/63 he'd stated, "I'd contribute $1000 to anyone who would kill" JFK.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/2/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/4/63 re statement. Apolegetic, stated remark was made during heated political argument and that he'd been drinking. Voluntary polygraph cleared subject of involvement in assassination. US attorney declined prosecution.

Location of subject last: Westchester, IL '64

Field Office reporting: Chicago

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: NANCE, RUSSEL RICHERT

Reason for PRS interest: 12/26/63 subj stated in jest over walkie-talkie, "I'm going to kill LBJ".

Degree of threat: 1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/30/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 2/8/64 after citizen's band operator reported hearing remark. Subject was remorseful and denied threat had serious intent.

US attorney declined prosecution

Location of subject last: Shreveport, LA '64

Field Office reporting: New Orleans

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HART, WILLIAM W.
Reason for PRS interest: 12/17/63 subj wrote anonymous letter to Marina Oswald.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/29/63
Refered by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Interviewed 2/14/64; acknowledged letter but refused to elaborate. Said he is friendly toward Pres. Described by police as harmless mental case. No diagnosis.

Location of subject last: Central Falls, RI '66
Field Office reporting: Providence
Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: COCHRAN, WILLIAM HORACE

Reason for PRS interest: 12/24/63 subj advised S.S. that John Ferguson had told him he wished the bullet which killed JFK had hit LBJ and that he could arrange to have anyone killed. Also claimed that Ferguson was affiliated with Castro.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/24/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: Investigation failed to substantiate allegations. Interviewed again in '65 as visitor to New Haven field office offering services as undercover agent against communism. Not of protective interest.

Location of subject last: East Bernard, TX '65

Field Office reporting: Houston

Last update: 7/23/73
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: FERGUSON, JOHN B.

Reason for PRS interest: information rec'd 12/24/63 that subj had stated he wished bullet which hit JFK had hit LBJ and he could arrange to have anyone killed. Is also alleged to have Castro connections.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/24/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Investigation failed to substantiate these allegations.

Location of subject last: Mackay, TX '65
Field Office reporting: Houston
Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MASON, JAMES ROBERT WILSON

Reason for PRS interest: 12/30/63 information rec'd that subj had orally threatened to kill Pres.

Degree of threat: 1

Organizations to which individual belongs:

mental confinement '62 paranoid schizo; capable of dangerous acts.

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/30/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Interviewed 1/10/64. Denied threat, exhibited persuasion complex.

Admired LBJ. In '68 he appeared at S.S. office to let office know how he was getting along. S.S. keeps tabs: ex. Brezhnev's visit subj was interviewed. Deemed not of protective interest.

Location of subject last: Columbus, GA '73

Field Office reporting: Atlanta

Last update: 8/6/73
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: JORDAN, DEWEY A.

Reason for PRS interest: 12/63 reported for having made statement during summer '63 that if JFK visited Dallas he would be killed.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/17/63

Refereed by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Background did not attach significance to statement.

1/20/64 interviewed and denied making any threats. Not felt to be of protective interest.

Location of subject Last: Dallas, Tx '64

Field Office reporting: Dallas

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: Rosen, Daniel

Reason for PRS interest: 12/7/63 made statement that postal employee was going to hit Pres. with axe.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Hospitalized '58-60. No diagnosis

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/7/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed same date, Subj said he was going to be hit by axe.
Background showed he was obsessed with this idea. Not felt of protective interest.

Location of subject last: Brooklyn '64

Field Office reporting: NY

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: JONES, RICHARD HAROLD

Reason for PRS interest: 12/30/64 visited Palm Beach to be with Kennedy's. Stated he'd rec'd message on TV to go to Palm Beach.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

hospitalized '57, no diagnosis

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/30/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Held by local PD overnight and returned to Boston. Not referred for investigation.

Location of subject last: Melrose, MA '63

Field Office reporting: Boston

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual:  HUNT, MERLE GORDON

Reason for PRS interest:  12/30/63 attempted to sent telegrams to Pres.  12/31/63 several attempts to place phone call to Johnson City to warn Pres. of danger.

Degree of threat:  1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs:  

none

former mental patient, diagnosis not given

Nationalistic group:  none

Date called to Secret Service attention:  12/31/63

Referred by other agency?  NO  YES

Action taken:

Interviewed 12/30/65 (?) and his obsession was determined to be a distortion of facts. Not felt to be of protective interest.

Location of subject last:  Sepulveda, CA '63

Field Office reporting:  LA

Last update:  8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BELL, ALLEN

Reason for PRS interest: 12/19/63 statement that he would assassinate the Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

Nationalistic group: negro

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/31/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Statement could not be verified. 1/16/64 interviewed & denied statements. Not felt to be of protective interest.

Location of subject last: Brooklyn '64

Field Office reporting: NY

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HOWARD, JAMES C (III)

Reason for PRS interest: 12/3/63 letter to girl with obscene remarks about JFK assassination.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/19/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/19/63 and said he was goofing off and expressed regret. Subject 15 years old. Not felt of protective interest.

Last location: Atlanta '63

Field office: Atlanta

Last UPD: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: TUCKER, HENRY RICHARD (JR)

Reason for PRS interest: 12/31/63 and 4/2/65, USSS visitor trying to locate trunks of money taken from him.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/31/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: Showed no protectee interest. Not referred for investigation.

Last location: Cowley, WY '65

Field office: Denver

Last UPD: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BENNETT, HARRIS M.

Reason for PRS interest: Informant John P. Carroll claimed subj made statement prior to JFK assassination that he hoped to see JFK killed.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/6/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 4/16/64. Denied statement. Informant not considered reliable.

Last location: Houston '64
Field office: Houston
Last UPD: 8/17/67
Name of individual: CLINGER, HARMON T.

Reason for PRS interest: Subj is said to have expressed joy when he learned of JFK death.

Degree of threat:  1    2    3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/9/63

Referred by other agency?  NO    YES

Action taken:

Investigation did not verify he made any statement. Not interviewed.

Last location: Fort Wright, KY '64

Field office: Louisville

Last updated: 8/17/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: FORSYTH, MILTON DEWEY THORNE
Reason for PRS interest: Letter 12/27/63, potential WH visitor

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Psychiatric rest home '61 and '62 and one month '63
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/27/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Interviewed 12/27/63, friendly, offered to assist LBJ in next election.

Last location: Clayton, MO '64
Field office: St.LOUIS
Last UPD: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ST. JOHN, JOHN ARTHUR

Reason for PRS interest: Contacted FBI 12/23/63 and said he had mailed threat to Pres. Letter never rec'd. Intended to bomb aircraft carrying estranged wife.

Degree of threat: 1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

paranoid schizo, periodic hosp

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/26/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Interviewed 7/22/64. Couldn't remember incident.

Location of subject last: San Francisco '66
Field Office reporting: San Francisco

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: NORRIS, THEODORE

Said he wrote Pres in '62 re compensation due him. Friendly.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
appeared mentally ill - no documentation

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/26/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
No protective interest.

Location of subject last: Memphis 12/63
Field Office reporting: Memphis
Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SHEPARD, GEORGE JAY

Reason for PRS interest: Letter to E. Roosevelt 11/25/63 with obscene remarks about LBJ.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
hosp '50 - '55. No diagnosis
Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/19/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/23/63, claimed he was only trying to say he liked JFK better.

Prosecution declined.

Location of subject last: Brooklyn '63

Field Office reporting: NY

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: CLINE, BEATRICE

Reason for PRS interest: Anonymous caller to FBI 11/22/63 said that subj had said JFK should be shot.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/22/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/20/63 and denied statement. No protective interest.

Location of subject last: Toledo '63

Field Office reporting: Toledo

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ANDERSON, OSCAR E.

Reason for PRS interest: Informant Wm. Boyd contacted FBI 12/13/63 and said subj had made oral threats and was willing to kill govt. officials including Pres. because he blames govt. for death of friends in army.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/16/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken: remembering
Interviewed 12/16/63, denied making statement due to drinking.

Location of subject last: NY, NY '63

Field Office reporting: NY

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ARNOLD, RUSSELL X.

Reason for PRS interest: Fellow employees reported subj had pix of LBJ with cannon pointed at it.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/26/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Investigation showed subj had bizarre sense of humor. No indication of disloyalty. Not interviewed.

Location of subject last: Washington, D.C. '64

Field Office reporting: Washington

Last update: 11/6/70
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MOJNAROWSKI, HELEN ROSE
Reason for PRS interest: 11/29/63 subj was informant against neighbors who she claims killed JFK. 4/12/65 subject sent telegram to WH saying her neighbors were going to kill LBJ.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/27/63 file opened.
Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Location of subject last: Toledo '67
Field Office reporting: Toledo
Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ETHRIDGE, RAYMOND ALLEN
Reason for PRS interest: 12/27/63 information from FBI about elation over JFK's death.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none alcoholic
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/31/63
Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI
Action taken:
1/21/64 SA interviewed. Denied being elated but admitted he opposed integration views. No hostility expressed. Not dangerous.

Location of subject last: Oak Ridge, Tn '64
Field Office reporting: Nashville
Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual:  IDSVOOG, ORIS PHILIP
Reason for PRS interest:  12/31/63 information from FBI of threatening remarks to local postmaster.

Degree of threat:  1  2  3
Organizations to which individual belongs:  none

Nationalistic group:  none
Date called to Secret Service attention:  12/31/63
Referred by other agency?  NO  YES FBI
Action taken:
2/13/64 SA interviewed. Denied making any remarks. May have said something in heat of anger but would not harm the Pres.
Not dangerous.

Location of subject last:  Stanley, WI '64
Field Office reporting:  Minneapolis
Last update:  8/18/67.
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: GARDNER, HUBERT JUSTICE
Reason for PRS interest: 12/24/63 information from FBI re alleged threat.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/30/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI
Action taken:
No investigation by USSS. 1/7/64 FBI interview. Denied making statements. Not dangerous. Owns guns. Arrested '61 for simple kidnapping.

Location of subject last: unknown '64
Field Office reporting: Houston
Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BOWER, FRANKLIN A

Reason for PRS interest: Reported to FBI that subj said on 11/12/63 that he was going to Washington and kill negroes.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/12/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
No investigation by S.S. FBI investigation indicates not danger to protectees. Possibly a gun salesman.

Location of subject last: Jacksonville, Fl '63

Field Office reporting: Jacksonville

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: GOOLSBY, JAMES CLARK
Reason for PRS interest: 12/27/63 subj stated glad about JFK's death.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none
Nationalistic group: schizo
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/31/63
Refered by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
1/17/64 interviewed. Stated he had no personal animosity toward Pres. although he disagreed with policies.

Location of subject last: Miami, '64
Field Office reporting: Miami
Last update: 8/20/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ODELL, JOHNNY

Reason for PRS interest: 12/7/63 subj allegedly made statement prior to assassination that he'd been practicing to shoot JFK.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/30/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
2/4/64 interviewed. Could not recall making any statements re JFK assassination. SA reported subj was cooperative.

Location of subject last: Irving, Tx '64

Field Office reporting: Dallas

Last update: 8/20/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DEVLIN, NEIL

Reason for PRS interest: 11/20/63 subj allegedly was intoxicated and implied JFK would be assassinated.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/22/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

11/22/63 interviewed. Stated he was not against former Pres and any comments should be considered because of his intoxication.

Location of subject last: Northbrook, IL '63

Field Office reporting: Chicago

Last update: 8/19/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: STARLIN, MARTHA

Reason for PRS interest: 11/22/63 telegram to uncle in Dallas: "Thank God you did it."

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/26/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
4/14/65 (?) interviewed, regretted sending telegram and that she was being facetious. SA reported not in agreement with JFK's policies but holds no animosity.

Location of subject last: El Campo, Tx. '65

Field Office reporting: Houston

Last update: 8/19/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BEARD, FRED L.

Reason for PRS interest: 12/4/63 information from FBI that subject stated only way to rid of Kennedy's is kill them.

Degree of threat: 1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/4/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Investigation revealed subj to be outstanding citizen and not of protective interest.

Location of subject last: Columbus, MS '66

Field Office reporting: Jackson

Last update: 8/19/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WELLER, EDGAR STALEY

Reason for PRS interest: 12/28/63 to 1/3/64 investigation of subject revealed he was undesirable for position as orderly for Joseph P. Kennedy

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/28/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
investigation into background

Location of subject last: West Palm Beach '64
Field Office reporting: Miami
Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WALKER, JOSEPH FRANKLIN

Reason for PRS interest: 12/31/63 phoned FBI in attempt to reach Pres. wanting help to get back in the Navy.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/31/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
1/20/64 interviewed. Admirer of Pres.
SA reported subject sane but appeared immature and low IQ

Location of subject last: Phila '64

Field Office reporting: Phila

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: VINYARD, RUTH
Reason for PRS interest: 12/27/67 State Dept. office of security, advised USSS st. louis - that subj had called them claiming to initiate impeachment of the Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

confinement '61 or '62. SA stated subject is a mental case.

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/27/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES State Dept.

Action taken:
12/27/63 SA stated subject is not dangerous. Denied she would initiate impeachment.

Location of subject last: Webster Groves, MO '64
Field Office reporting: St. Louis
Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DAHLBERG, KEITH WILLIAM

Reason for PRS interest: 12/16/63 Monrovia, CA P.D. advised S.S. that subj arrested for drunkeness and had stated how easily he could get to LBJ.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

schizo - chronic

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/16/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES PD.

Action taken:
12/16/63 SA stated subject had no ill feeling for Pres. and had only made statement to get attention. 12/20/63 committed

Location of subject last: Monrovia, CA '64

Field Office reporting: LA

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SLAKEY, LARRY LEE

Reason for PRS interest: 12/2/63 Houston P.D. advised S.S. that subject was potentially dangerous because of subversive activities.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: associated with Socialist Labor Party

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/2/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES Houston P.D.

Action taken:
Not interviewed by USSS but subject has socialist tendencies.

Location of subject last: \[\theta\]\[\alpha\] unknown '72

Field Office reporting: Minneapolis

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: COX, THOMAS NEAL
Reason for PRS interest: 12/4/63 FBI advised that subj called and said he told LHO not to kill JFK but RFK.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

schizo-paranoid; possible alcoholic
Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/4/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
No interview by USSS but subject denied statement to FBI.

Location of subject last: Washington, D.C. '64
Field Office reporting: Washington
Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BROSHAR, WALTER H. (SR)

Reason for PRS interest: 12/25/63 wrote FBI requesting he personally deliver religious message with implied threat.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/25/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
1/10/64 interview, no ill feelings toward Pres but is anti-catholic. Has cont. to write letters with religious tones to Pres. and agencies. Man is in his 80's. SA opined due to age, poor health, and inability to travel, subject deemed not of protective interest although he probably will continue to write in the future.

Location of subject last: Anderson, IN '72

Field Office reporting: Indianapolis

Last update: 12/19/72
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MARADIAGA, DORA

Reason for PRS interest: 12/13/63 FBI info that subj and husband allegedly in country to kill some President.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: Nicaraguan

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/13/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:

Interviewing SA on 2/19/65 (?) stated info appeared false.

Location of subject last: Saugus, CA '64

Field Office reporting: LA

Last update: 10-12-70
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MARADIAGA, CARLOS

Reason for PRS interest: see #331 re wife

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Nationalistic group:

Date called to Secret Service attention:

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Location of subject last:

Field Office reporting:

Last update:
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ROBINSON, WALTER

Reason for PRS interest: 12/7/63 subj allegedly made threat against Sen. Byrd.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: Same black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/7/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
No investigation by USSS. No presidential interest shown. Subj may have made statement while drunk.

Location of subject last: Newport News, VA '64

Field Office reporting: Norfolk

Last update: 8/21/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ARMSTRONG, NEWTON EELIS

Reason for PRS interest: 11/26/63 FBI report that early in '63 subj stated that Pres should be assassinated.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

mental problem

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/23/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
1/24/64 interview; denied making statement. Allegedly has gun collection.

Location of subject last: Richardson, Tx '66

Field Office reporting: Dallas

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: KERR, LONNIE LEE

Reason for PRS interest: 11/63 informant advised that day before assassination subj stated Pres. would be killed.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/22/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 4/64, stated he had no prior knowledge of assassination but had made statement on basis that history repeats itself.

Location of subject last: Houston '64
Field Office reporting: Houston
Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: RITCHEY, FRANCIS D.

Reason for PRS interest: Informant advised that on 12/63 subject claimed to have overheard plotters before assassination.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/27/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Investigation disclosed subj mentally ill and there was no foundation to his claims. Described as thoroughly mentally unbalanced - no diagnosis.

Last location: Oklahoma City '64

Field office: OKC

Last UPD: 1/13/77 Ford
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MCMASTER, JAMES DAVID

Reason for PRS interest: 11/63 anonymous informant advised that subject was overjoyed at JFK's death.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/28/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 11/63, denied he was overjoyed. Reinterviewed 11/66.
Bore no animosity toward adm.

Last location: Houston '66

Field office: Houston

Last UPD: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HARLAN, WILLIAM ELLIS (JR)
Reason for PRS interest: 12/63 informant claimed that in 9/63 subj stated he would pay someone to kill Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/2/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed by FBI. Denied statement. Former FBI agent, good reputation. Informant unreliable.
U.S. attorney declined prosecution

Last location: Houston '67
Field office: Houston
Last UPD: 8/19/67
Name of individual: NELSON, LAWRENCE ARTHUR
Reason for PRS interest: Numerous letters since '64. No indication why file was begun '63.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none
chronically disorganized
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/31/63
Refered by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Interviewed in 1966; friendly to Pres.

Last location: Houston '74
Field office: Houston
Last UPD: 7/23/74
Nixon
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: FINN, JOAN

Reason for PRS interest: FBI reported 12/17/63 that at time of assassination subj reportedly said it should have happened two years ago.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

 Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/18/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Interviewed 1/4/64. Denied making remark. Said she respected the last Pres.

Location of subject last: Devon, CT '64

Field Office reporting: New Haven

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: JOINER, BOBBY SAVELLE

Reason for PRS interest: Arrested with Gene Audra, Gary Dwayne Joiner, Raymond Lee Joiner and Roy Eugene Joiner immediately after the assassination while picketing the Trade Mart in Dallas. FBI reported that he tried to get Roy Joiner to shoot JFK.

Degree of threat: 1 __ 2 __ 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
Indignant white Citizen's Council

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/21/63 (?) Date ?)

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed by FBI on 6/8/64. Feels strongly against integration. Denied any involvement with assassination. Claimed he held Pres. in high regard. Has been arrested several times, once shot boy with pellet gun.

Location of subject last: Grand Prairie, Tx '65
Field Office reporting: Dallas
Last update: 8/19/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: JOINER, GARY DWAYNE

Reason for PRS interest: Arrested 11/22/63 while picketing Trade Mart in Dallas. After assassination. In company of 4 others.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
Indignant White Citizen's Council

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/21/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
none indicated

Location of subject last: Dallas '63

Field Office reporting: Dallas

Last update: 8/19/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: JOINER, RAYMOND LEE

Reason for PRS interest: See #341 & 342

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Nationalistic group: 

Date called to Secret Service attention:

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Location of subject last:

Field Office reporting:

Last update:
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: GUINN, GENE AUDRA
Reason forPRS interest: See #341 & 342

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs:

Nationalistic group: _______________________
Date called to Secret Service attention: _______________________
Referred by other agency? NO YES _______________________
Action taken:

Location of subject last: _______________________
Field Office reporting: _______________________
Last update: _______________________


INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: JOINER, ROY EUGENE
Reason for PRS interest: See #341.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: IWCC
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/21/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES
Action taken: Denied having been contacted by uncle and asked to shoot the Pres. in interview of 6/12/64 by FBI.

Location of subject: Grand Prairie '63
Field Office reporting: Dallas
Last update: 8/19/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WILHEAM, JACK

Reason for PRS interest: 12/19/63, Postal inspectors reported that subject was overheard to say that a bomb will be placed on highway between Austin and LBJ ranch.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/19/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES Postal

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/26/63; denied making statment. Said he hoped landing strip on ranch was well guarded. If not, someone might put a bomb on it. No animosity toward Pres.

Location of subject last: San Angelo, TX '63

Field Office reporting: Dallas

Last update: 8/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MCDONALD, JONATHAN COOK

Reason forPRS interest: Oral statements in '62 that his society had $25,000 which was available to pay someone to assassinate the Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none but affiliations with John Birch Society

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/2/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 3/4/65 (?) Denied statement

Location of subject last: Houston '65

Field Office reporting: Houston

Last update: 8/21/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: CARY, CLINTON BEVRIDGE

Reason for PRS interest: 11/25/63 wrote letter to friend with plans that threatened LBJ's life.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

alcoholic

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/25/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
2/5/64 interviewed by SA, expressed no animosity toward Pres.
Did not know meaning. Had written letter in state of intoxication.
Not felt of protective interest.

Location of subject last: San Diego '64

Field Office reporting: San Diego

Last update: 8/19/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HODGE, GARY FEREL

Reason forPRS interest: May '62 deserted USMC in Japan. Sought political asylum with Cuban Embassy. In '57-'58 had worked in MBJs office. Uses WH contacts for personal interests. Believed sympathetic toward communists. While living in Mexico City, has been observed contacting 2 members of Soviet Embassy who belong to KGB.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 7/22/63

Refered by other agency? NO ? YES

Action taken:
It is not clear what action has been taken. Looks as though S.S. keeps tabs on this subject through use of other US agencies.

Location of subject last: unknown '76

Field Office reporting: San Antonio

Last update: 8/7/70
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MARCH, GLADYS STEVENS
Reason for PRS interest: Not clear
5/10/64 at WH, telephoned LBJ ranch, called FBI

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
neuro-psychiatric condition - no documentation
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/30/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
Interviewed 3/22/64. SA reported no animosity towards Pres.

Location of subject last: N. Miami '64
Field Office reporting: Miami
Last update: 8/21/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: TALLEY, EDITH DERBY

Reason for PRS interest: 11/22/63 made defamatory statements relative to JFK's death.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

committed '39 and '50; continuous confinement since '63. schizo

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/5/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
In mental hospital

Location of subject last: Steilacoom, WA '64

Field Office reporting: Seattle

Last update: 8/21/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HARPER, JOSEPH BUNYAN

Reason for PRS interest: 11/30/63 subj advised he purchased $1 bill from Frank Hamilton with notation, "who will be next ex-Pres."

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
schizo

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/30/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
3/4/64 interviewed, convinced he was conned by Hamilton.

Location of subject last: Pineville, La '64

Field Office reporting: New Orleans

Last update: 8/21/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: CARTER, THOMAS H. W. (MRS.)

Reason forPRS interest: 12/63 subj claimed Pres Johnson called her.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

Apparent mental case - no documentation

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/30/64

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/63. Repeated claim. Mental.

Location of subject last: Virginia Beach, Va '64

Field Office reporting: Norfolk

Last update: 8/21/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WILLIAMS, MORRIS LANE
Reason for PRS interest: 11/20/63 Houston field office rec'd information that subject would shoot the Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/20/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 11/20/63; stated he recalled talking of President's visit and made some remark about shooting but meant it only as a joke. Not considered dangerous.

Location of subject last: Houston '64
Field Office reporting: Houston
Last update: 8/21/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: TAYLOR, CLIFTON HUGHS
Reason for PRS interest: 11/22/63 interview with FBI.
11/28/63 FBI advised that information re the subject being involved in JFK assassination is false. Subject denied knowledge of assassination, only regret that LHO didn't finish off LBJ.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/28/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Interviewed 10/13/64 and 6/25/65. First interview said he didn't like LBJ and thought it time to clean out the birdcage. SA considered subject potential danger. Second interview subject complained about being put under surveillance during Pres. visit. Stated best place to kill LBJ would be the lake. SA felt if mental condition deteriorates, he would be considered extremely dangerous. Check ups discont. 2/19/68.

Location of subject last: Houston '68
Field Office reporting: Houston
Last update: 4/23/68
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WILLIAMS, JAMES HERBERT

Reason forPRS interest: 12/14/63 Louisville field office rec'd letter which contained info that subject was possible demonstrator. FBI reported that subj was a radical student demonstrator.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
Communist Party

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/18/63 file opened

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
No other investigation. FBI report dated 3/29/74 indicated subj was member of Communist Party, WDC Club.

Location of subject last: Takoma Park, Md. '74

Field Office reporting: Washington

Last update: 4/16/74
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WESTERLUND, DAVE

Reason for PRS interest: 11/22/63 sent postcard to friend congratulating him on Dallas trip and service performed. JOKE

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/23/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: Interviewed 11/23/63; refused to cooperate. Background investigation revealed not of protective interest.

Location of subject last: Downers Grove, IL '64

Field Office reporting: Chicago

Last update: 8/21/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SHAIN, ELI

Reason for PRS interest: 11/29/63 telegram to USSS expressing fear of atomic attack on political figures at JFK funeral.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: Jew

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/24/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 11/24/63. Felt of no further interest.

Location of subject last: Brooklyn '63

Field Office reporting: NY

Last update: 8/21/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ODUM, WILLIAM D.

Reason for PRS interest: 12/63 informant advised subject stated he was pleased by assassination and desired other family members to be killed.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/30/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 3/64. Did not agree with JFK or LBJ policies but not believer in assassination. Owns high powered rifle.

Location of subject last: Atlanta '64

Field Office reporting: Atlanta

Last update: 8/21/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BELL, JAMES ROBERT

Reason for PRS interest: 12/63 subj left incoherent letter with acquaintance with reference to assassination plot.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/27/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/63, confused. Plot apparently only subjects imagination Seemed mentally ill to SA.

Location of subject last: Baldwin Park, CA '64

Field Office reporting: LA

Last update: 8/22/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: PENDLETON, HELEN JACKSON

Reason for PRS interest: 11/26/63 informant advised that subject stated in 9/63, "we are going to kill JFK and RFK."

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: None

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/26/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:


Location of subject Last: Sellersburg, IN '63

Field Office reporting: Indianapolis

Last update: 8/22/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SANDIDGE, GEORGE LEE

Reason for PRS interest: 12/30/63 report from FBI re alleged information on assassination from subject.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/21/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
1/9/64 interviewed, stated he had no information and his call to FBI was made while drunk. Not dangerous. One arrest 20 years before for CCW.

Location of subject last: Cincinnati, OH '64

Field Office reporting: Cincinnati

Last update: 8/21/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DILLION, THOMAS J.

Reason forPRS interest: 11/25/63 FBI interviewed subject who admitted sending telegram to himself which told him to go to JFK's funeral and signed name of General Lemay. Said he was drunk. No presidential complex.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/24/63

Referred by other agency? NO ? YES

Action taken:
Looks like SS referred this to FBI and FBI investigated.

Location of subject last: unknown '64
Field Office reporting: Birmingham
Last update: 8/22/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MILTEER, JOSEPH ADAMS

Reason for PRS interest: Subject on 11/9/63 is alleged to have said that plans were in the making to kill JFK, and further to kill Martin Luther King. He was reportedly jubilant over the death of the President, but on interview by FBI 11/27/63, he denied all above statements or knowledge of same. Considered to be an outspoken segregationist.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
Affiliated with: Constitution party of the United States, KKK,
The White Citizen's Council and the Congress of Freedom

Nationalistic group: none Prior to this date

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/27/63 (?) reports were written earlier. not made clear but would be FBI and Miami P.D.

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
SA's conducting background and OI's do not feel that he is a danger to protectees.

Location of subject: Last: Valdosta, Ga '67

Field Office reporting: Atlanta

Last update: 10/19/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HARRIOTT, ROBERT K

Reason for PRS interest: 11/29/63 informant reported that subj made derogatory remark relative to JFK's death.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/29/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
1/24/64 interviewed, denied killing Pres. but admitted he'd said "That's about all for the SOB".

Location of subject last: San Diego, '64

Field Office reporting: San Diego

Last update: 8/21/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MCCALL, WILLIFRED COLUMBUS

Reason for PRS interest: 12/63 reported for stating on hearing JFK death, "Good," and indicated that if he were attending JFK, he would not have a chance. (he is an M.D.)

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/4/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 1/6/64, denied remarks. Stated he thought people were joking on first assassination report. Not felt of protective interest.

Location of subject last: Anaheim, CA '64

Field Office reporting: LA

Last update: 8/22/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BERRY, WILFORD LEE

Reason for PRS interest: FBI 12/63, advised subj pro-Castro and advocate of guerrilla warfare.

Degree of threat:  1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Communist Party

schizo-paranoid, believes right wing groups plotting against him

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/27/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:

7/8/64 interview - cooperative. Said Pres. action on civil rights was political, considered dangerous by SA. 10/5/67 interview - hostile, stated would join any revolutionary force against US govt and kill if necessary. Feels US govt murdered his wife and children. Extensive knowledge firearms and explosives.

Location of subject: Houston '70

Field Office reporting: Houston

Last update: 4/18/68
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DANIEL, LELAND MACK

Reason forPRS interest: 12/11/63 subject allegedly made statements about assassination. Informant could not recall any threats.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/11/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Interviewed 2/4/64. SA reported no animosity toward protectees.

Location of subject last: Ft. Worth '64

Field Office reporting: Dallas

Last update: 8/23/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BABCOCK, GRANT M

Reason forPRS interest: 11/24/63 subject made remarks of elation over JFK's death.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/24/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
3/25/64 subject admitted remarks and stated he regretted them.
SA stated subj appeared sane.

Location of subject last: Phoenix '64

Field Office reporting: Phoenix

Last update: 8/23/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SCHUCHARDT, HERBERT OTTO WILHELM

Reason for PRS interest: 12/16/63 FBI advised subject had made violent statements toward Pres. in '42 or '43

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: German

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/16/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
SA stated subject is an obvious eccentric. No diagnosis.

Location of subject last: Denver '66

Field Office reporting: Denver

Last update: 8/24/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SKREBIS, TAMARA

Reason for PRS interest: 4/14/64 wrote letter to Pres about CIA harassment. Pentagon and WH visitor re CIA obsession.
No indication why she is filed in '63

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: UR

Date called to Secret Service attention: 4/14/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Committed 7/6/64 from WH. No felt of protective interest.

Location of subject last: Astoria Queens, NY '66

Field Office reporting: NY

Last update: 8/24/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: BARRETT, PRESTON EVERETT

Reason for PRS interest: 12/10/63 subj of FBI report as asking for help in being revealed as new messiah. Said he would do what LHO did if directed by God.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/11/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:

Location of subject Last: Long Beach, CA '68

Field Office reporting: LA

Last update: 8/25/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HARTRICK, PEARL IRENE

Reason for PRS interest: 11/1/63 letter to JFK. 11/5/64 anonymous call to IRS mentioning the mailing of package for Pres. 7/65 letter to Pres. mentioned grievance with medical profession but satisfaction with LBJ.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

paranoid-schizo

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/6/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

background check re mental history and file kept

Location of subject last: Des Moines '65

Field Office reporting: Omaha

Last update: 8/29/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MARSHALL-JIMENEZ, FRANCISCO JOSE

Reason for PRS interest: 3/16/63 referred by CAS re Pres. Kennedy's visit to Costa Rica. Subject has been alleged to have been gun-runner and dealer in illicit activities. Believed involved in Costa Rica coup d'etat and assassination attempt on Pres. Somoza of Nicaragua and Teodoro Picado, former Costa Rican Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Pro-Nazi tendencies

Nationalistic group: Costa Rican

Date called to Secret Service attention: 3/18/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES CAS

Action taken: Not clear - investigation into subject but print out does not mention if name was put on PRS list for Pres. visit.

Location of subject last: unknown '76

Field Office reporting: San Juan

Last update: 1/20/72
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: PERRY, GEORGE

Reason for PRS interest: 12/19/63 allegedly stated he would take care of the Pres. or knew someone who would. 11/24/64 he telephoned Chicago field office and claimed he sent Pres. a telegram.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/21/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 4/20/64; denied threat; not considered dangerous.

Location of subject last: Chicago '74

Field Office reporting: Chicago

Last update: 1/16/74
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WEBSTER, DOUGLAS

Reason for PRS interest: '63 - '66 wrote WH and govt. officials re theories on assassination by slow-acting poison.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/20/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

7/20/64 interviewed; appeared angry he'd no response from letters. Indicated concern over safety of LBJ but no animosity toward Pres. Deemed not of protective interest... Reappeared in '71 in San Diego field office with same theories.

Location of subject last: Coronado, CA '73

Field Office reporting: San Diego

Last update: 2/5/73
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: DAUGHERTY, EUGENE

Reason for PRS interest: Has called LA and Phoenix field offices requesting appt to see Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

schizo

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 10-10-63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Interviewed 8/13/63 and 8/19/66. Subj stated he was having personal problems with VA and needed Pres. help. Friendly.

Location of subject last: Phoenix '67

Field Office reporting: Phoenix

Last update: 9/1/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: VOLPE, NICHOLAS MICHAEL

Reason for PRS interest: 11/3/63 and 3/30/65 called WH. Second call re killing negroes and dynamiting the WH.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none
alcoholic

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/7/63 file

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
3/30/65 interviewed and subj was intoxicated. 11/2/66 last reported to have terminal cancer and not expected to live much longer.
Arrested by NYPD and USSS charged with 871, charges later dismissed after observation.

Location of subject last: Mount Vernon, NY '66

Field Office reporting: NY

Last update: 9/13/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: STARKEY, JAMES LEE (JR)

Reason for PRS interest: not clear what interest was in 1963.

FBI referral 1/64. Numerous letters to Pres. since '64. Letters included "supposed" info re JFK death, advise on world affairs, warnings, religion, etc.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/2/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Subj had been confined almost continuously since '52. Acutely paranoid, schizo. A complaint was authorized in 3/66 but was dismissed as subject was committed. QI's were initiated, never the less.

Location of subject last: Boston '77

Field Office reporting: Boston

Last update: 11/2/77 JFK, HHH, LBJ, Kennedys Nixon, Ford, Carters
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MILLIS, MONICA

Reason forPRS interest: Subject had phoned WH infrequently since '57 and visited same year. Sent telegrams '61 and '64. Called '66.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none born in Lithuania

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/19/63 file

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 1/64. Senile, not considered dangerous. Threatened a Senator in '66 and was committed. Considered dangerous by doctors - schizo paranoid. Subj is over 70 years old. OI's were discont. 5/1/69.

Location of subject last: Washington '69 hosp

Field Office reporting: Washington

Last update: 5/7/69
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: KELLY, WILLIAM CLARENCE

Reason for PRS interest: 6/30/63 FBI reported that subject said JFK would be killed before '64 election.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

frequent companion of members of ANP and NSRP

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 7/3/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:

11/7/65 interviewed; cooperative; could not recall making statement. Expressed no animosity toward protectees.

Location of subject: Pinellas Park, FL '65

Field Office reporting: Tampa

Last update: 9/11/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: UNKNOWN

Reason forPRS interest: 5/13/63 letter to US German ambassador upbraiding Pres. Kennedy on association with tyrants in Viet Nam and Spain. Informed of assault being planned against JFK during visit to Germany.

Degree of threat: 1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Nationalistic group: German ?

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/28/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES Embassy

Action taken:
Investigation by German police. Writer never identified.

Location of subject last: Stuttgart, Germany '65

Field Office reporting: Paris

Last update: 10-16-67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: TRACY, ROBERT EARL   CO2 41928

Reason for PRS interest: Suicide letter to WH from Subject's wife 9/17/63. Threat letter to Pres. 10/11/63. Letters to WH in '67 complaint about being swindled by govt.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 9/23/63

Referred by other agency? No Yes

Action taken:
Arrest record since '62 for threat letters. Referred to hospital by USSS in '67 following WH calls. QI's initiated 6/12/67. Hostile. Subj has guns and rifle with scope. S.S. has kept tabs although QI's were discont. 3/18/77

Location of subject last: Coyle, OK /77

Field Office reporting: Oklahoma City

Last update: 3/31/77

Camp, Jarman, Steed, carl Albert, Ford, Nixon, Carter
Name of individual: UNKNOWN

Reason for PRS interest: 11/22/63 Lt. Verne Rivers, USAR, reported to FBI he overheard Kenneth Shand state that he'd had conversation with unknown male who said that JFK would be killed first time he set foot in Texas. Unknown said he was WWII pilot employed as crop duster. Also claimed to be member of Minutemen.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
Minutemen?

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/29/63 file

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Investigation failed to identify the subject.

Location of subject last: unknown '76

Field Office reporting: San Antonio

Last update: 4/5/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: YARTZOFF, ANDREW GEORGE

Reason for PRS interest: 11/27/63 called S.S. with theory re JFK assassination.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/27/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: Interviewed; advised theory came from radio and papers. No evaluation made on subject.

Location of subject last: unknown '63

Field Office reporting: Washington

Last update: 9/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: HUMMER, DONALD LESTER

Reason forPRS interest: 11/30/63 FBI said subj, while intoxicated, said something about assassin.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/4/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
No investigation by S.S. During interview subject could not recall actions and showed no animosity toward Pres.

Location of subject last: unknown '63

Field Office reporting: Detroit

Last update: 9/18/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: PAPPAS, ANDREW

Reason for PRS interest: 11/16/63 alleged to have stated he'd like to put bullet in JFK.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/26/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Informant, Francis McGee, later recanted his story he'd told the FBI. Not referred for investigation.

Location of subject last: Chicago '63

Field Office reporting: Chicago

Last update: 9/29/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MCGEE, FRANCIS JOSEPH
Reason for PRS interest: see #387

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 
Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI
Action taken: 

Location of subject last: 
Field Office reporting: 
Last update: 
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: REYES, MARGARITA

Reason forPRS interest: 12/63 visited Milwaukee field office and said she'd seen Ruby and LHO in her backyard in 9/63.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/3/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Possible mental. No further investigation after interview.

Location of subject: last: Milwaukee '66

Field Office reporting: Milwaukee

Last update: 9/29/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ROSSI, JOSEPH P.
Reason for PRS interest: Referred by FBI 12/16/63: subj claimed to have been associated with Ruby in Dallas

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/29/63 prior to FBI referral above
Refered by other agency? NO ?? YES
Action taken: Not interviewed; was determined to be of no protective interest.
Subject is suspected of involvement in criminal activities in Dallas. (Subj is owner of JJ Coffee Shop in Dallas)

Location of subject last: Dallas '64
Field Office reporting: Dallas
Last update: 9/29/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ABBOTT, JOHN HJELMER

Reason for PRS interest: 11/30/63 subj alleged he cut LHO's hair spring of that year. Stated further that LHO was blackmailing a "Texas night club owner" and would buy a gun to settle score with the US.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/4/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Investigation disclosed that subject was known to tell tall tales and his family had history of mental instability. No protective interest on the part of the subject. No interview by S.S.

Location of subject last: Sparta, WI '63

Field Office reporting: Milwaukee

Last update: 11/4/67
Name of individual: RANDLE, WILLIAM EVERT

Reason forPRS interest: 11/63 subject claimed to have 2 or 3 doors from LHO and knew Oswald personally. That is was rumored if JFK came to Dallas, he would be killed.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/23/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: Interviewed 11/28/63; denied knowing LHO and remarked only that Oswald had lived somewhere in neighborhood. Information determined groundless, deemed not of protective interest.

Location of subject last: Irving '66

Field Office reporting: Dallas

Last update: 10-2-67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: PORTH, ROSE
Reason for PRS interest: Info rec'd that subj knew and worked for Ruby.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none
Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/3/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/6/63 and stated she did not know Ruby and had no connections in Dallas. Deemed not of protective interest.

Location of subject last: NY '66
Field Office reporting: NY
Last update: 10-2-67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: NORRIS, ROBERT LEE

Reason for PRS interest: 9/63 subj stated to J.R. Salisbury, "If JFK comes to Dallas he will get shot". Salisbury is of opinion that subj was sent to New Orleans to hire Oswald.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/2/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Investigation developed that Salisbury disliked subj. 10/10/66 interviewed, denied making statements. Not of protective interest.

Location of subject last: Pasadena, TX '66

Field Office reporting: Houston

Last update: 9/29/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual:    WEISSMAN, BERNARD WILLIAM

Reason for PRS interest:  1/22/63 subj placed ad in Dallas Morning News, entitled "Welcome Mr. Kennedy to Dallas" - criticism of JFK policies. Subj name at bottom of ad as Chairman of Am. Fact Finding Com.

Degree of threat:  1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Associated with John Birch Society

Nationalistic group:  none (Jew)

Date called to Secret Service attention:  11/30/63 file

Refered by other agency?  NO  YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/11/63. Ad was for publicity of conservative cause and had no connection with assassination. Con. was merely a name originated for ad. Subject expressed remorse over JFK's death and respect for LBJ.

Location of subject last:  Mt. Vernon, NY '63

Field Office reporting:  NY

Last update:  1/2-67
Name of individual: BURLEY, WILLIAM MILTON (III)

Reason for PRS interest: Subj associated with Weissman. Stated he went to Dallas with Weissman to seek employment and continue his interest in conservative political matters. He was aware of ad but not directly involved. Subj expressed extreme remorse over assassination.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
Associated with JBS

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/30/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 1/9/64 and above info given

Location of subject last: Denver '64

Field Office reporting: Denver

Last update: 10-2-67
Name of individual: PHILLIPS, DOROTHY

Reason for PRS interest: 11/63 sent sympathy telegram to Marina Oswald.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
None

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 11/29/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Interviewed 12/3/63. Said she felt sorry for Marina and didn't think she should be blamed for LHO's behavior.
Expressed for LBJ. Not of protective interest.

Location of subject last: Norristown, PA '63

Field Office reporting: Phila

Last update: 10-2-67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: SHENKNER, CHARLES J.

Reason for PRS interest: Subj alleged to FBI * that on 11/20/63 Rogers said JFK and Conally would be shot down in Dallas.
Rogers was supposed to know who would do it. That the assassin has been to Russia and Cuba and not allowed to stay.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/5/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken: No investigation by S.S. Subj provided FBI with signed statement but admitted he was drunk when conversation took place.

Location of subject last: Norman, OK '63

Field Office reporting: OKC

Last update: 10-3-67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: ROGERS, ERTIS

Reason for PRS interest: See #398. Supposed to know about assassin.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12-5-63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken: FBI interviewed subject 11/23/63 and he denied allegations.

No investigation conducted by USSS.

Location of subject last: Dallas '63

Field Office reporting: Dallas

Last update: 10-3-67
Name of individual: GALVAN-LORENZO, ANDRES

Reason for PRS interest: Subj is anti-US. Has traveled to Russia, Cuba, and China. '61 declared as covert communist leader of radical and pro-Cuban USTOM (Union Sindical de Trabajadores de Oficios Mixtos) leftist labor organization. Train guerrillas in Panama '63.

Degree of threat: 1  2  3

Organizations to which individual belongs:
CP of Panama, Van-Vanguardia de Accion Nacional (pro-Castro rev. organization)

Nationalistic group: Panamanian

Date called to Secret Service attention: 3/4/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Background check and up dates of location

Location of subject last: unknown '76

Field Office reporting: San Juan

Last update: 6/19/74
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: KING, THELMA ESTELLA


Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Associates with members of Peoples Party, MUR and Panamenista Party (PD)

Nationalistic group: Panamanian

Date called to Secret Service attention: 3/15/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES CIA

Action taken:

NOT clear - looks like SS uses CIA to update their files and in that way can keep up with subject's location

Location of subject last: Ecuador '76

Field Office reporting: San Juan

Last update: 9/23/71
Name of individual: PORCELLO, MICHAEL LOUIS
Reason for PRS interest: not clear. In '66 he wrote Pres. re job and educational problems

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 9/9/63
Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: 6/7/65 interviewed by SA and deemed not of protective interest

Location of subject last: Newark NJ '66
Field Office reporting: Newark
Last update: 10-12-67
Name of individual: WANG, TOM TONG

Reason for PRS interest: not clear - 3/18/64 subj former holder of WH pass classified "do not admit" because of criminal record. Passed numerous bad checks in '63 using this id.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: Chinese

Date called to Secret Service attention: 5/31/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: not indicated

Location of subject last: Washington '72

Field Office reporting: Washington

Last update: 11/25/70
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: PUDIS, CHARLES JEROME

Reason for PRS interest: 8/5/52 issued a WH pass. Later disclosed associating with homosexuals. 1/24/66 classified "Do Not admit"

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 3/5/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken: reclassified

Location of subject last: Washington '56

Field Office reporting: Washington

Last update: 11/12/67
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: GREENWOOD, HELEN CROZIER

Reason for PRS interest: 12/3/63 FBI report that subj had vision of JFK assassination two months before it happened. Predicted kidnap of Kennedy children, and RFK would be killed if ran for Pres.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/26/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
Not of protective interest. SA evaluated her as mentally ill.
File updated due to her continued predictions of all Pres. impending danger.

Location of subject last: LA '75
Field Office reporting: LA
Last update: 9/23/75

HHH, Nixon, RFK, Rockefeller, Ford, Kissinger
Name of individual: TRACY, MILDRED VIOLA

Reason for PRS interest: Since '62 prolific letter writer — obscene and complaining, wants legal help because mother-in-law stole her and husband's money. IU-7-63 interviewed but QI's not initiated until '65 letter with implied threat. Cont. rambling letters to present.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

- none

- paranoid

Nationalistic group: none

Date called to Secret Service attention: 9/23/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Prosecution declined for '71 in '65 and AUSA declined prosecution 11/29/77. Subj does not appear to present a danger to protectees at this time.Periodic confinements, Access to guns. S.S. is keeping tabs.

Location of subject last: Coyle, OK '77

Field Office reporting: OKC

Last update: 11/30/77
Name of individual: SONG, CHY

Reason for PRS interest: 4/1/63 subj, military bodyguard, killed Laos foreign minister with 18 shots with machine gun. Assassination well planned as other bodyguards did not react to firing. Victim favored communism. Assassin was neutralist.

Degree of threat: 1

Organizations to which individual belongs:
assassin

Nationalistic group: Vientiane

Date called to Secret Service attention: 4/1/63

Refered by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:
Assassin's fate unknown

Location of subject last: Vientiane, Laos

Field Office reporting: Honolulu

Last update: 8/13/68
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: PHOLENA, QUINIM

Reason for PRS interest: See #407 Assassinated victim

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Nationalistic group:

Date called to Secret Service attention:

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

Location of subject last:

Field Office reporting:

Last update:
Name of individual: KHALIFA, MOHAMED


Degree of threat: 1

Organizations to which individual belongs: assassin

Nationalistic group: Algerian

Date called to Secret Service attention: 4/11/63

Refered by other agency? NO

Action taken: Chauffer captures subj but final disposition unknown

Location of subject last: Algiers '63

Field Office reporting: Paris

Last update: 8/13/70
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: MORALES-AMADOR, JORGE BARTULOME

Reason for PRS interest: FBI referral 12/26/63. 12/16/63 subj wrote Hoover of hatred for US and Pres. Desired deportation to Cuba. 1/11/64 letter in which he stated he had plotted the JFK assassination.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3

Organizations to which individual belongs: none

Mental history since '60: Schizo-paranoid

Nationalistic group: Cuban

Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/27/63

Referred by other agency? NO YES FBI

Action taken:
S.S. interview 3/64. Said he'd given U.S info about Russian missiles in Cuba if hostilities begun. No interest in Pres. only in being deported. Cont. letters to govt agencies.
12/55 interview, subj stated his (author's) wish is just to get attention. I got deported. Not of protective interest at this time. '69 expressed wish to see Rockefeller killed. 6/27/70 USA declined 8/18/71. S.S. keeps tabs.
Location of subject last: Astoria, NY 170

Field Office reporting: NY

Last update: 6/10/70

Nixon, LBJ, Rockefeller, Reagan
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of individual:</th>
<th>BOIAN, GEORGE F.A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reason for PRS interest:</td>
<td>12/16/63 referred by FBI - active in Romanian community, ’67 called off, ’70 threatened to demonstrate, if did. Believes threatened by Rom security officers if has threatened to get gun permit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of threat:</td>
<td>1 2 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizations to which individual belongs:</td>
<td>Possible associate of ANP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationalistic group:</td>
<td>Romanian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date called to Secret Service attention:</td>
<td>12/16/63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referred by other agency?</td>
<td>NO YES FBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action taken:</td>
<td>Not clear - looks like FBI keeps up investigation work, informs S.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of subject last:</td>
<td>NY '72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Office reporting:</td>
<td>NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last update:</td>
<td>8/1/74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Name of individual: MCGHEE, TIMOTHY ERNEST

Reason for PRS interest: Not clear in '63. Illogical letter writer to WIT since '64. Check copies of file - believe letter written to an USSS field office in '63 in vain of warning JFK of impending assassination back in Sept '63. Gets info by religious means. Since '64 has been writing threatening letters but in '67 when he made no dangerous remarks re protectees he was deemed not dangerous! In '77 as leader of Hanafi Muslim sect he took over 3 D.C. buildings causing death of one police. Charged with kidnapping & 2nd degree murder.

Degree of threat: 4

Organizations to which individual belongs:

Prior to 1958 - NO

Hanafi Muslim: Seattle

Nationalistic group: black

Date called to Secret Service attention: 9/15/68

Referred by other agency? NO YES

Action taken:

See reports in dole room.

Location of subject last: Chicago '78 correction center

Field Office reporting: Chicago

Last update: 9/14/77
INDIVIDUALS LISTED BY PROTECTIVE RESEARCH

Name of individual: WOLF, ROBERT
Reason for PRS interest: Prolific letter writer since '52.

Degree of threat: 1 2 3
Organizations to which individual belongs: none
Mental confinement '32-'34
Nationalistic group: none
Date called to Secret Service attention: 12/2/63
Refered by other agency? NO YES
Action taken:
3/6/64 interviewed, subj stated he'd written JFK and rec'd reply and thus cont. writing to public officials. No hostile feelings toward LBJ. No longer of interest although he continues to write presidents.

Location of subject last: NY '77
Field Office reporting: NY
Last update: 5/31/77